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Students are consumers and professors thff'JtCOdUCP 
BY PAT DORAN 

The question of the effectiveness of 
published course evaluations by students 
will be tried this year. Probably it will be 
as controversial here as at most colleges 
and universities. 

The Student Finance Board (SFB) has 
allocated $12,900 to the Student Govern
ment Association (SGA) to finance the 
evaluations. 

SGA' Executive Vice President Steve 

Cappelli says the first published evalua
tions will probably come by the end of t he 
year. 

When they are published, they will 
continue the debate over their advisabil
ity, begun here last spring. The debate 
has raged at other campuses and among 
various educational authorities. 

AT PRESENT, THE college requires 
student evaluations of instructors and 
courses, but the evaluation forms are kept 

within the departments of the faculty who 
are evaluated. The results of the 
evaluations are used in making tenure and 
promotion decisions, and are shared with 
administration and trustees. These results 
are not usually published. 

But last spring the SGA decided it 
wanted courses to be publicly evaluated, 
as a consumer aid to students. 

The local 2364 of the teacher's union 
bargaining agent, The American Federa

tion of T eachers, opposed the evaluations 
because they were concerned that the 
published evaluations would have an 
adverse effect on tenure and rehiring 
policies. 

The local is headed by Dr. Arthur 
Steinman, professor of pyschology at 
TSC. 

When the SGA held seminars this fall 
with professors, to obtain their opinions on 

Continued on page six 

For missing $23,000 

'Security' blamed by state 
BY GREG BAUMANN 

The New Jersey state Legislature's 
office of Fiscal Affairs has blamed "inter
nal control weaknesses" of the Trenton 
State Security department as the reason 
for the missing $23,000 in parking fine and 
decal money at the college. 

In a 17-page Higher Education report 
made public last Wednesday, the 
Legislature's Division of State Auditing 
verified earlier reports that the money 
was "never transmitted from the college's 
Security office to its' Bursar's office." The 
attorney general's office is now in the 
process of investigating the case further. 

The report pinpoints three basic weak

nesses in the college's parking ticket and 
decal collection systems: 

* "Receipt vouchers issued for fines 
collected are not prenumbered. 

* One person handles the collection and 
transmittal of cash and has the responsi-

See page eight for comment 

bility for issuing decals and waiving 
student parking fines. 

* Reconciliations were not prepared for 
1) decal fees per issuances and recorded 
decal receipts, and 2) fines collected per 
computer-generated printouts and record
ed fines receipts." 

NATE LOMAX, DIRECTOR of campus 
police, says there was in fact one person 
responsible for the decals and fines, 
although numerous clerks in the office 
handled the transactions. "But I do not 
feel it fair to mention this person's name 
until the attorney general concludes his 
investigation," said Lomax. "However, I 
will say the person is a civilian, not a 
member of campus police." 

No one from the attorney general's 
office, the Security office, the state 
Department of Auditing, or the TSC Office 
of Administration and Finance would 
speculate on who the "one person" might 
be. 

According to the report, the security 
Continued on page four 
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Staff Photo by Dennis j 
Commuter Week started yesterday sponsered by the TSC Commuter Alliance. See related story on page 3. 

Inside 

Staff Photo by John Mitrano 
The security office has been accused by the 
state of having poor internal control. 

Senator 
impeached 
amidst 
protests 

BY CHRIS VOTA 

Despite protests by some of its members 
to follow parliamentary procedure, the 
Student Government Association (SGA) 
Senate voted 20-12 to impeach one of its 
members at its meeting last Wednesday. 

SGA President John Wandishin's sus
pension of parliamentary procedure 
cleared the way for a vote that impeached 
Psychology Senator Celeste Hand. Howev
er, according to Wandishin, the voting 
results did not meet constitutional require
ments, saying 75 percent of the senate had 
to be in favor of the senator's removal from 
office. 

During the impeachment proceedings, 
several motions were on the floor at once, 
making the discussions difficult. 

When Wandishin pressed Parliamentar
ian Chuck Wolfram for a solution to 
remove the confusion, Wolfram had no 
answer. Continued on page four 

Phelps Hall was 
the scene of a 'soul' 
disco Saturday 
night as the 
Trammps did their 
hit 'Disco Inferno' 
live. See p. 11. 

See p. 28 for The 
Signal's Athlete of 
the Month. 

The men's basket
ball team opened 
its season with a 
win, but lost its 
next two games to 
finish the week 1-2. 
See p. 28. 



Human Sexuality 

'Reach for your mate 
BY DR. BROWN 

Dear Dr. Brown: 

Recently my girlfriend read an article on 
how sex can keep you slim. Can you tell 
me how much energy is burned up through 
making love? 

Response: 

The article sounds interesting. Even if 

sex doesn't keep you slim it s fun trying 
and certainly more beneficial than many of 
the diet books and articles currently 
making the rounds. 

How much energy is burned up really 
depends on the individuals involved and 
the length of time and intensity of their 
love-making. A good session may burn up 
150 or more calories. 

Weight should be taken off slowly, and 
I've developed a diet substitute which will 
take off a pound a Week. The typical snack 
an adult eats after supper before going to 
bed consists of 750 calories. Since a good 
session of love-making can burn up 150 
calories, if you reach for your mate instead 
of your plate, you'll have a net loss of 900 
calories daily. 

Outside My Closet Door 

Gays: We have our problems 
One of t he myths about homosexuals is 

gays are unable to hold strong interper
sonal relationships. I disagree. 

Many gay men and lesbians are able to 
acheive relationships with each other. 
Some can last for life, while others last for 
only a few months or years. 

Like heterosexual couples, gay lovers 
have their problems. A common problem 
many couples encounter is fighting the 
assumption that their relationship will not 
last. This has been drummed into their 
heads and they begin to accept it as fact as 
they watch relationships come and go. The 
individual may walk into the relationship 

Stranger Than Fiction 

optimistically, but there is always that 
underlying feeling the relationship is 
doomed. 

Another problem many gay couples 
experience is the publicity a relationship 
brings to the partners. As a couple, the 
individuals are more recognizable as gay 
than when they were "single." For 
example, it is very difficult for two 
40-year-old men to live together without 
some suspicions arising concerning their 
"straightness." This could frighten many 
gays. 

On top of these problems are the basic 
difficulties associated with any interper

sonal relationship. With all these factors 
against them, it is diffucult for many g ay-
couples to hold up. But some do and the y 
deserve credit. After all-just about every 
one wants someone and it makes me f eel 
better to know someone can do it. If th ey 
can do it. so can I. 

Jeff 
P.S.-The Gay Alliance at Princeton is 
sponsoring a "Christmas Disco Dance" on 
Friday, Dec. 8, from 10 p.m.-2 a.m. on the 
top floor of the New South Building on 
Princeton University campus. For more 
information call G.A.P. at 452-5338 (week-
nights only). 

Writing between the lines 
BY RUNNING-DOG MACGREGOR 

Note: There has been some doubt 
among readers of this column as to 
whether or not I am relating true and 
factual accounts of real events. Of cour se 
they're true! They're just not factual 
accounts of things that really happened to 
me, that's all! - G.M. [alias Running-Dog]. 

I did my dissertation on the nature of 
man, whether he is rational or irrational. 
It was a conclusive, smashing piece of 
work. 

Unfortunately I didn't have a 
typewriter. I went through about several 
dozen issues of Time magazine and 
ten-score issues of Penthouse, cutting the 
words out that I n eeded and meticulously 
pasting them onto onion-skin paper. I got 
some neighborhood kids from the local 
high school to do some art work. 

The finished manuscript was beautiful, 
even if the type wasn't all the right size or 
the same kind. It was a thousand pages 
long, with a hundred to two hundred and 
fifty words per page. (Time consuming, 
pasting in one word at a time, perhaps, but 
it was nonetheless a beautiful paper). 

The kids did a very nice job. Every page 
had lots of green plants, multicolored 
flowers and exotic animals, some of which 
exist only in imagination. I turned it in on 
a Monday. It came back Tuesday with a 
xerox form note attached to it. 

"THE PRELIMINARY REVIEW of 
your dissertation," it said, "by the 
preliminary review committee indicates 
that your dissertation is unacceptable for 
further review for the reasons checked 
below," and the following items were 
checked, "incorrect margins," "incorrect 
type size," "illustrations and diagrams not 

numbered," "sloppiness." There were no 
written comments. 

I sighed. Well, there was but one thing 
to do. I gave my papers to a professional 
typist who charged me 15 cents a page, 
cheap at twice the price. I turned it in on a 
Wednesday and heard nothing for two 
months. 

Then, on a Friday, I received a letter 
telling me that the Review Board would 
like to see me Monday. 

Monday morning I went to the beach to 
lay out for a few hours. I showed up for my 
committee meeting still wearing my swim 
trunks. 

The nine members of t he Review Board 
sat in a row facing me in high backed 
chairs. I sat on a chair facing them. Next 
to me was a small table holding a pitcher of 
water, a glass, and a microphone. We 

Politically 
Speaking 

Sophs- it's 
your money 

The Sophomore Class has six hundred 
dollars in their budget. So sophomores, 
what do we want to do with it? 

As the sophomore President and Vice 
President, we realize that we can only do 
so much. We need your ideas and man 
power to help make the decisions as to how 
your money will be spent. 

We have come up with a few ideas. For 
example, we could throw an outdoor party 
towards the end of the second semester. 
We have also been considering a party on 
campus-possibly renting the Pub for an 
afternoon. 

After the decision as to how the money 
will be spent is made, we could form a 
committee to help with programming. 
This committee would include interested 
sophomores as well as the class officers. 

If you have any suggestions or would 
like to be on this committee, please contact 
John Murtha or Peggy Wellinghorst at the 
Student Government Association office 
(771-2244). If we are not there please leave 
your name and number and we will get 
back to you. 

Let's get the class together on this and 
have an excellent time! 

type size, uiustrations and diagrams not Continued on page twenty-one | 

Travel Tips 
So many methods of city travel 

rv kf-vin khrfi i there is also a single rail line called the Washington, Oyster Bay, 1 
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This week we continue to look at the 
ways to get around New York City, as well 
as to its suburbs in Long Island, upstate 
New York, and Connecticut. 

Besides the MTA buses in Staten Island, 

there is also a single rail line called the 
Staten Island Rapid Transit Operating 
Authority (SIRTOA). The line runs 
from Tottenville, on the southern end of 
the island, to St. George in the north, 
where connections are easily made to the 
Staten Island Ferry. SIRTOA trains cost 
50 cents a trip, but tickets must be bought 
in the stations or on the trains. The same 
half fare program that applies to MTA 
subways and buses also applies to this line. 
The frequency of the trains' trips ranges 
from every seven minutes during rush 
hours to every hour late at night. 

The 25 minute ride on the Staten Island 
Ferry is beautiful, as it affords a great 
view of lower Manhattan, the Statue of 
Liberty, Ellis Island,the Verrazano Bridge, 
and Staten Island. The fare is 25 cents for 
a round trip. The quarter is deposited in 
turnstiles only on the Manhattan side. It's 
frequency ranges from every ten minutes 
during the weekday rush hours to once an 
hour at night. 

Roosevelt Island is the home of several 
old hospitals and prisons. It is situated in 
the middle of the East River, between 
Manhattan and Queens. The only access 
between the island and Manhattan is an 
aerial tramway that runs under the 
Queensboro (59th Street) Bridge. The 
terminal is at Second Avenue and 60th 
Street. The ride costs 50 cents. 

Another way to travel by mass transit 
through the city and beyond is the Long 
Island Railroad. It starts from the lower 
level of Penn Station, runs through Queens 
and into Long Island, serving the entire 
island. There are branches to Port 

Washington, Oyster Bay, Port Jefferson, 
Greenport (on the main line), Montauk, 
Long Beach, Hempstead, and West 
Hempstead, as well as Long Island City 
and Far Rockaway in Queens, and 
Flatbush Avenue in Brooklyn. The main 
junction point between all Queens, 
Brooklyn, and Long Island branches as 
well as the main line into Manhattan is in 
Jamaica, Queens. Fares on the L.I.R-"-
vary with the distance traveled, but the 
MTA half fare program is in effect 
weekends during the same hours. Also, 
during off-peak weekday hours, and on 
Saturdays before 6 p.m., only a 3/4 fare 
is required. 

Finally, Conrail and MTA also operate 
the Hudson, Harlem, and New Haven 
Lines from Grand Central Station to points 
north and northeast of the city in New 
York and Connecticut. The 1/2' and 3'4 
fares are in effect the same times as above. 
The trains also stop at 125th Street in 
Harlem and in the north Bronx before 
leaving the city limits. The New Haven 
Line also has branches to New Canaan, 
Danbury, and Waterbury, all m 
Connecticut. 

Taxis are not recommended, but if 
necessary, they generally cost 65 cents for 
the first sixth of a mile, and then ten cents 
for each additional sixth of a mile, plus a 
minimum tip of about 25 cents. 

Next week is the conclusion of th e New 
York series, and'rather than a grand tour 
that could take several weeks by itself, the 
major points of interest will be listed, with 
all buses, subways, and any other modes of 
transportation serving them-
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Loan law changed 
Interest deferment now available to all students 

Janet Finello, director of financial aids. 

BY BILL FELLOWS 

A change in the Guaranteed Student 
Loan Program will have "little affect on 
the students" at Trenton State College, 
according to Janet Finello, director of 
financial aid. 

An old law required that students whose 
family income was $25,000 or greater pay 
interest on the loan while attending 
college. Those whose family income was 
under $25,000 paid interest after gradua
tion, with the interest accumulated during 
the period the student is in college being 
paid by the federal government. 

The new law abolishes the $25,000 limit, 
making the interest deferment available to 
all students. It is hoped that the legislation 
can be put into affect by January and the 
spring semester. 

"It (the law change) won't make a big 
increase in the amount of people getting 
the scholarship because most of our 
students don't come from families with 

SGA procedure 
misunderstood 

BY CHRIS VOTA 

Student Government Association (SGA) 
President John Wandishin and Executive 
Vice President Steve Capelli defended 
their actions at last Wednesday's meeting 
in which a senator was impeached, and 
criticized the protest walkout of three 
senators. 

In last week's meeting, the SGA voted 
20-12 to impeach Psychology Senator 
Celeste Hand. However, according to 
Wandishin, the vote fell short of the 
required three-fourths majority needed to 
oust the senator from office. In that 
meeting, senators Joseph R. Perone, Jim 
Dix and Doug Opirhory, left the meeting in 
protest of Wandishin's suspension of 
parliamentary procedure. 

Perone, an English senator, felt the 
issue of expelling one of the Senate's 
members was serious and warranted 
careful consideration. He offered the 
motion to table the discussion to the next 
meeting and was recognized. The motion 
was seconded. 

Opirhory motioned to postpone the 
impeachment proceedings until Hand was 
available to defend herself before the 
Senate. 

AT THIS, WANDISHIN suspended 
Roberts' Rules of Order, citing constitu
tional powers when interviewed by The 
Signal yesterday afternoon. 

Perone walked out of the hearing in 
protest of Wandishin's actions and was 
followed later by Dix and Opirhory. 

After the meeting, Capelli criticized 
Perone for storming out of the meeting 
room during the impeachment proceed
ings, before the vote was taken. 

"I think it was immature on the Senator 
Joe Perone's part," said Cappelli, "to 
throw down his senator identification card 
and leave the meeting. 

"It was as if he (Perone) was saying, 'I 
can't have the toys, I don't wanna play,' " 
said Capelli. 

WHEN INTERVIEWED AFTER the 
meeting, Perone said Capelli's remarks 
were "uncalled for" and criticized the vice 
president for not controlling the meeting. 

"Capelli can call me all the dirty names 
he wants," said Perone. "That still woq't 
justify John Wandishin's behavior. I've 
always thought of John as a fine leader, 
but I can't understand how he turned into 
a dictator in one meeting. 

"I also think Capelli should have taken 
over the meeting when he discovered that 
it was getting out of control," said Perone. 
"As vice president he could have stepped 
in and allowed cooler heads to prevail. 

"But instead, he sat there and did 
absolutely nothing. He should have asser
ted himself more. I hope he doesn't turn 
into another Spiro Agnew." 

Wandishin said in a Signal interview 

yesterday, he was within his right to take 
over the meeting by suspending the rules 
of order. He said, after Parliamentarian 
Chuck Wolfram couldn't solve the parlia
mentary dilemma, "two questions" re
mained to be answered: whether to hold 
the impeachment proceedings last 
Wednesday, and having to vote on 
impeachment that day. 

' » & Jiw 
WANDISHIN SAID HE had the right 

as set forth in the SGA constitution. 
"I felt it was the clearest-cut way," said 

Wandishin. 'The procedure etiquette was
n't the best, but from the start, the SGA 
has elected to go formal concerning the 
rules." 

Perone disagreed with the abrupt 
suspension of parliamentary procedure 
during the impeachment hearing. 

"A motion to table overrides any other 
motion on the floor," said Perone, "and it 
was seconded." 

Wandishin said the rules were not 
always adhered to for two basic reasons, 
one of which, was his opinion that most 
senators did not know what the rules were 
regarding parliamentary procedure. 

THE OTHER REASON was such a 
lack of knowledge could inhibit or 
"squelch" senators who wanted to contri
bute to meetings but were unsure how to 
go about it. 

"If it was Joe Perone, or Jimmy Carter, 
or anybody else," said Wandishin, "I would 
have taken the same action, on same 
motion, at the same time, under the same 
circumstances." 

incomes that high," Finello said. 
ACCORDING TO FINELLO there are 

1,500 students who receive the loan at 
Trenton State and less than 20 were ovei 
the ($25,000) amount." 

The way the program works is that the 
money is borrowed, at seven percent 
interest, from a bank, credit union or other 
financial institute. It is guaranteed by the 
state or a non-profit agency or is insured 
by the federal government. 

Undergraduates may borrow $2,500 a 
year or $7,500 total. Graduate students can 
borrow $5,000 a year or a total of $15, 000. 

The student must start repaying the loan 
within nine to 12 months of graduating 
andis allowed up to 10 years to pay the 
total. 

An insurance premium of one percent on 
state of 'A per cent on federal insured loans 
is assesed. 

TO APPLY FOR the loan, a student 
must get an application from the lending 
institute, school counselor or regional 

office of the U.S. Office of Education. 
Part of the application is filled out by the 

student and his family and the rest is 
completed by the imanciai aid otlice. The 
application then must be taken to a lending 
institute that participates in the program. 
If the lender approves the loan, they must 
get the approval of a guarantee agency of 
the U.S. Office of Education. Checks are 
made payable to either the student or the 
student and his school. 

There are a number of r ights pertaining 
to the loan, including notice of transfer of 
the loan, a copy of the promissory note, 
early payment without penalty, and de
ferred payments while in the Armed 
Forces, Peace Corps or full-time volunteer 
programs conducted by ACTION. 

Some of the responsibilities are to notify 
the lender of graduation, withdrawal or 
transfer and change of address or name, 
and also to repay the loan in accordance 
with a repayment schedule. 

A pantomimist gives a performance yesterday as part of C ommuter Week. 

Commuters do it in cars, 
and in the Student Center 

BY GWYN JONES 

This week, December 4-8, is "Be Fare to 
Commuter Week," sponsored by the 
Commuter's Alliance. Throughout the 
week there will be demonstrations given 
and commuter information available in the 
Student Center, along with other com
muter-related activities. 

Commuter Week was conceived with 
two main purposes in mind, according to 
Louise Rubalow, graduate assistant for 
Commuter Affairs: to promote student 
awareness of commuters, and to provide 
useful information about commuter con
cerns. 

Every day this week a commuter table 
will be set up in front of the school store. In 
addition to having information about 
general car care, saving money, car 
pooling and other such topics, the 
Commuter's Alliance will be selling ice 
scrapers, balloons, and buttons that say 
"Commuters do it in their cars." 

A commuter survey is being given out at 
the table. The survey deals with car 
pooling, whether commuters want a com
muter lounge, and commuter's use of the 

MONDAY A PANTOMIME was presen
ted in the "living room" of the Student 
Center. Tuesday there are two presenta
tions in the Student Center; security 
demonstrated how to change a tire, and a 

mechanic talked about how to recognize 
car problems. Students who wear their 
buttons to the Rathskeller Tuesday night 
will receive a coin for future use. 

Wednesday from 7:30 to 11 a.m., 
commuters will be able to buy breakfast in 
the Snack Bar at a discount with a coupon 
available at the Commuter table. Childcare 
referral will be at the table from 12 p.m. 
Wednesday night the Rat will be free to all 
commuters who wear their buttons. 

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 
CUB movies will be shown in the Snack 
Bar at noon. 

"This is the first time we've initiated 
something like this," said Rubalow. "Hope
fully it will become a tradition, but it would 
be a little earlier in the year." 

Rubalow discussed the possibility of a 
commuter lounge. "Right now," she said, 
"there isn't really any place where they 
(commuters) can just relax, kick off their 
shoes." She says that a commuter lounge 
would be such a place. 

Rubalow also urged commuters to join 
the Commuter's Alliance, which deals with 
the commuter's concerns. "All you have to 
do is walk in the door," she said. "If you 
don't want to come back, you don't have to. 
Or just stop in whenever you want to. It's 
a good way to meet people." Meetings are 
Wednesdays at 3:15 p.m. in the Commuter 
Affairs area upstairs in the Student 
Center. 

Antenna problems temporarily 
force WTSR off the air 
WTSR-FM was forced to go off-the-air 

on Friday afternoon at 4 o' clock p.m. 
According to station management, there 
is a problem with the broadcast antenna, 
and they are currently waiting to 
determine exactly what the problem is. 
Due to inclement weather, it has not been 
possible to get a professional "tower 
man" to climb the tower and take a look 
at the antenna. The station expects to 

know sometime tomorrow exactly what is 
wrong, and they will be doing everything 
they can to get the station back on-the-air 
as quickly as possible. 

To all of WTSR's listeners, please bear 
with us, we'll be back as soon as we 
possibly can. 

WTSR Executive Council 
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Senator impeached 
Continued from page one 

THE THREE MOTIONS being dis-
cussed were: the removal of Hand from 
office, the postponing of the impeachment 
hearing until Hand could answer the 
charges brought against her by the 
Impeachment and Excuses Committee, 
and a motion to table all discussion until 
tomorrow's meeting. 

It was at this point Wandishin used what 
he said later was "the option to suspend 
the rules," granted him under the SGA 
constitution. English Senator Joseph R. 
Perone said, however, that his motion to 
"table all further discussion" overrode the 
other motions on the floor. 

"Here's what we're doing," said Wandi
shin as confusion began to set in. "Forget 
the book," and he ran the rest of the 
proceedings on an informal basis. 

Perone protested Wandishin's move to 
suspend Roberts' Rules of Order. 

"I had a fucking motion on the floor," 
said Perone as the meeting progressed. 
"There was no motion to suspend the 
rules." 

PERONE LEFT THE meeting at this 
point in disgust, soon to be followed by 
Doug Opirhory and Jim Dix. The two 
Business Administration senators had 
previously motioned to postpone the 
impeachment proceedings as Hand was not 
at the meeting to defend the charges 
against her. 

Opirhory and Dix said because Hand 
was pledging for a sorority having a 
seven-week pledge season, it might not 
have been possible for her to appear before 
the Senate. 

"The girl (Hand) from what they say 
deserves to be impeached," said Opirhory 
after the meeting, stressing the SGA 
should, "at least have her give her side of 
the story." 

Dix went further by explaining how he 
felt. 

"We (SGA) run by Roberts' Rules," said 
Dix. "When Joe (Perone) tabled the 
discussion, they (SGA Executive Board) 
didn't listen." 

DIX ALSO CRITICIZED Wandishin 
for suspending parliamentary procedure. 

"He (Wandishin) changed the whole 
constitution in a split-second," said Dix. "I 
felt, 'That's baloney .That's bullshit.' That's 
why I walked out and that's why other 
people did so." 

Opirhory thought Wandishin's actions 
were hypocritical of the recent SGA 
passage of its recommendations concer
ning the revised judicial structure (to be 
finalized by TSC President Clayton Brow-
er). 

"They yell about the fucking judicial 
structure and then they go and pull the 
same kind of shit," he said. 

Lynne Walter, vice president of Office 
Management and chairperson of the Im
peachment and Excuses Committee mak
ing the original motion, said Hand would 
probably have been impeached by a 
greater majority if the proceedings against 
her ran smoother than what happened. 

DURING THE MEETING, Walter 
told the Senate of the charges brought 
against Hand by the impeachment commit
tee. The charges brought against the 
senator were: 
* abscence from four consecutive SGA 
meetings (three abscences is the minimum 
needed to warrant impeachment) without 
any excuse, 
* five letters sent to Hand, the last two 
delivered personally by Wandishin, wire 
not answered by her, 
* failure to keep office hours, and 
* failure to attend the meetings of the 
committee to which she belonged. 

Walter thought the proceedings against 
Hand were fair, despite the senator's 
abscence from the hearing. She also said 
Hand was given more latitude in this case 
because according to SGA history, other 
senators were "impeached for lesser 
reasons." 

At press time, Hand could not be 
reached for comment. 

Security blamed by state 
Continued from page one 
office handled $67,600 in fines and $149,000 
in decal fees from July 1, 1976 and April 
30, 1978, the time period in which the 
$23,000 discrepency developed. 

The report reads, "As a result of the 
internal control weaknesses, our review 
supported the college's analysis that 
approximately $23,000 of fines and decal 
fees received in the Security office were 
not transmitted to the Bursar's office. 
Details of this shortage were referred to 
the state attorney general's office for 
review and investigation." 

TED INVERSO, GROUP manager of 
the auditing department of the state 
Department of Treasury, who conducted 
the audit from which the report was based, 
said he could not comment on his findings. 
"If I could give you the information, I 
would. But the report must speak for 
itself," said Inverso. "I am not trying to 
hedge the subject, but I have to follow 
regulations." 

John Dolan, acting director of state 
auditing, said the attorney general's office 
has started its investigation. However, 
sources in the attorney general's office say 
the case has been given low priority and 
that it will be months before the investiga
tion is concluded. 

The audit report called for changes in 
the college's internal control and noted 
that some of the recommended changes 
are already being implemented by TSC. 

The recommendations included: 
* "That all receipt vouchers should be 

prenumbered and sequence accountability 

be instituted. 
* A SEPARATION OF duties for the 

collection of fines and parking decal fee s 
the waiver of fines, and the issuance o f 
parking decals should be undertaken. 

* Periodic reconciliations should be 
made of parking decals issued and fees 
received, and of fines collected per 
computer center reports and recorded 
fines receipts." 

All other findings by the state auditors 
are under investigation by the attorney 
general's office and will not be available to 
the public until the investigation report is 
made available. 

The Student Government Association 
congratulates Millie Garcia as 

New Jersey State 
Homecoming Queen 
of 1978-79. 

The S.G.A. has 
created a FAIR 
system of evaluating 
YOUR education at T.S.C. 

We want you 
to get the BEST 
EDUCATION 

for your money. 

On Jan. 8, 1979 evaluation forms will be mailed to your homes. 

We want your opinions, ideas & constructive criticism. 
All you have to do is return the complete for in a an 
enclosed return envelope. 

All RESULTS will be published before next semester^ preregistration. 

Remember the success o f  this program will be 
determined by the amount o f STUDENT INPUT: 
Show the college community that you are not apathetic and that 
you are really concerned with your education. 



The Gong Show as some contestants appeared in it last week in The Pub. 
Staff Photo hy Jason Sobel 

Such a tiny cancer can almost always be cured. 
A cancer of this size can best be found by mammography 
- a technique of low -dose breast x-rays. Using far less 
radiation than ever before, mammography can detect a 
cancer long before a lump can be felt. While the cancer 
is still highly curable. 

Not every woman needs mammography. But for 
those women over 50 or with special reasons to be 
concerned, like those with symptoms or a strong family 
history of bre ast cancer, mammography can find a tiny 
cancer before it has spread. Ask your doctor about 
mammography. 

American Cancer Society f® 
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Women's programming 
may depend on you 
The Women's Programming 

Committee of the College Union Board is 
a newly formed committee. As such, we 
want to know that types of programs that 
the college community wouid like to have. 
We want to plan a comprehensive 
program for the campus, so your input is 
needed. Your cooperation in completing 
this questionnaire will be greatly 
appreciated. Thank you. 

1 Female Male 

2. Age 

3. Student Grad Student 
Faculty Staff 

Other 

4. Full Time Student 
Part-Time Student 

5. Live on campus 
Live off campus 

6. Matriculated 
Non-Matriculated 

7. Single 
Married 
Separated 
Divorced 
Widowed 

8. How many children under 18 living 
with you?_ 

10. Would you like to see more 
women's programmin? Yes No 

Forum Wednesday on facts 
and fiction o f Pearl Harbor 

The history club is sponsoring a forum of the attack by giving this forum, which is 
on Pearl Harbor, to be held this free to the public. 
Wednesday, at 7:30 p.m. in Education . 
Building rm 130. Dave Herman, history club vice-presi

dent, said that he hopes a large number of 
Given by Joseph V. Ellis, associate students will take advantage of the 

professor of history, it will concentrate on opportunity to hear Ellis speak on this 
the fact and fiction of what actually subject. Ellis, who teaches American 
happened that day. According to the history, is a very good lecturer, said 
history club president Becky Stec, the club Herman, and it promises to be an 
decided to commemorate the anniversary interesting night. 

11. What TYPES OF Women's 
Programming would YOU like to 
participate in most? (Choose 5) 

Films 
Concerts 
Coffee House 
Women's Festival 
Women's Newsletter 
Performing Arts 
Athletics (non-credit) 
Other 
Speakers (who) 

Seminars (what kind) 

Workshops (What kind) 

Exhibits (what kind) 

Educational Programs (what kind) 

Political Awareness 
Women's Radio Show 

12. What is the best way to inform 
YOU of our programs? 

Posters Campus papers 
Mail Campus radio 
Flyers Accent 
Video Monitors 

13. Would you be willing to pay 
something (admission price) for women's 
programs? 

Yes No 

14. The time you could best participati 
in our programs . . . 

Weekdays 
— Weekends 

Days 
Evenings 

15. Would you be interested in joining 
the Women's Programming Committee? 

Yes No 

NAME 
ADDRESS 
PHONE 

Please return to: 
Women's Programming committee 

College Union Board Office 
Student Center, 2nd floore 

Thank you, 
WPC 

Did you know 
we can find a breast cancer 

as small as the head of a pin? 



Students are consumers 
Contmved from page one 

the proposed evaluations, the faculty 
members who attended advised the SGA 
not to deal with the union. 

THE SEMINARS WERE initiated by 
SGA President John Wandishin, and Vice 
President Steve Capelli, who sent out a 
Course Survey Form to all faculty mem
bers last August. 

They sent out approximately 450 forms, 
54 (12 percent) of which were returned. 
Forty-six faculty members thought the 
program was good, or requested some 
minor changes in individual questions. Six 
members thought the form needed a 
substantial amount of revision. Two 
thought the program was unneccessary. 

*The results pleased Capelli, who pointed 
out that 52 out of the 54 returned forms 
were "more or less favorable." 

The next SGA step was to hold the 
previously mentioned seminars. The 
object of them was to obtain further 
information and details from the faculty as 
to how the evaluation form could be 
improved. 

THE TURNOUTS AT the seminars 
were low, but those faculty members who 
did attend wanted to be judged more 
critically and in more detail. Capelli, 
heeding the advice of the faculty, revised 
the form by eliminating generalities and 
sticking to the more detailed questions. 

Capelli said the issue of faculty evalua
tions has arisen periodically "for over ten 
years" at Trenton State College. As 
recently as 1974, TSC president, Clayton 
R. Brower, set up a committee to evaluate 
faculty at the college. This was never 
accomplished due to a budget crunch. 

Faculty evaluations became a controver
sial issue again last April when Brower 
denied a request by the SGA to use the 
Computer Center for processing faculty 
evaluation forms. 

Student leaders charged that faculty 
members may have influenced Brower's 
decision. 

Brower said while he understood the 
students' goals, he cold not grant the use of 
the Computer Center for the project, nor 
could he offer them the use of college 
supplies. 

BROWER SUGGESTED A "pilot study 
with cooperative faculty members," using 
a "hand score" approach to evaluate them. 

The SGA favored a more comprehensive 
study while Brower suggested that they 
use more of a cross-section method of 
evaluations, with departments selected at 
random. 

Steinman initiated resistance to the 
proposed evaluations. He said if faculty 
members are asked to cooperate in 
evaluations they should first consult the 
local teachers union. 

Steinman said, "Unfortunately, evalua
tions, especially published ones, will have 
impact on the working conditions and the 
career of the faculty. It is the clear 
intention of the SGA that they serve this 
function." 

Steinman said he openly invited SGA 
leaders to speak with the union about the 
matter, but said he felt they were not 
willing to cooperate since they had not 
responed to his offer. 

DOREEN BIERMAN, SGA president 
at that time, said she never received such 
an invitation from Steinman. 

A private poll, initiated by the SGA and 
taken by students last spring, indicated 
that 86 percent felt evaluations were 
important. Bierman, reacting to this 
response said that if results of the 
evaluations were published, the teachers 
could see where they were wrong (in the 
student's views) and try to make adjust
ments. 

Ray Burroughs, last spring's faculty 
evaluations committee chairperson for 
SGA, saw students as consumers who have 
the right to insure the quality of their 
product. 

When school resumed this past Septem
ber the issue still was not resolved. Newly 
elected SGA members Wandishin and 
Capelli were busy with course survey 
forms and seminars. 

Steinman was not idle either. He held a 
one-hour meeting which was attended by 
Capelli. He said Steinman spoke for about 
50 minutes on some irrelevant topic which 
he could not recall and then spoke for six 
minutes against student evaluation of 
faculty. For the last four minutes a faculty 
member gave a speech on how great 
Steinman's speech was, Capelli said. 

THE MEETING WAS "unfair," and "not 
conductive to both sides, Capelli said. 
"The union has always been against 
evaluations, they're afraid it will hurt 
tenure and re-hiring." 

Student evaluation of faculty in other 
institutions has produced mixed results. 

On the positive side, some surveys have 
shown that evaluations are not merely a 
popularity contest, with students who 
receive A's giving good ratings to those 
professors who gave them the high grades. 

"There is no indication that this is 
happening," said John A. Centra, a 
research psychologist at Educational Test
ing Service, who developed forms for 
students to evaluate teachers. 

A second survey indicated that students 
are consistent in their evaluations. That 
is, the same strengths and weaknesses are 
recognized over the years as the student 
population changes. 

TWO OF THE most important factors to 
students when evaluating terachers are 
conscientiousness and competence, accord
ing to a study cited in a recent issue of The 
American Educational Research Journal. 
Teachers who exmeplify these qualities 
are likely to be rated highly, the study 
found. 

Many people feel the most important 
thing about student ratings is that they 
prod professors who get low marks to 
improve their style. 

"People actually do make improvements 
in their instructional style. We can't turn a 
verbal stumblebum into a Demosthenes, 
but changes can be made," said Donald 
Hoyt, assistant vice president for academic 
affairs at Kansas State University, who is 
regarded as a national authority on 
student evaluation of professors. 

On the negative side, it has been shown 
several times that students can be fooled 
by dazzling, flashy speakers whose lect
ures really lack significant content. 

12/sm 
In a study conducted at Southern Illinois 

University, professional actors were sen t 
into classrooms as professors. Even after 
two exposures to the professional actors 
students still could not detect the lack o f 
content in the message because the actor 
cleverly covered it with move
ment, enthusiasm, and vocal inflection. 

RODIN AND RODIN, who did a 
study on student evaluations, correlated 
them with how much students learned, 
which is shown on tests. The correlation 
was highly negative (-.75), which led the 
Rodins to conclude, "Students rate most 
highly the instructors from whom they 
learn least." 

The ultimate question of the faculty 
evaluation issue at TSC is, "will the SGA 
be able to successfully complete their 
evaluations, or will the faculty side with 
Steinman and refuse to cooperate?" 

He said if certain professors will no t 
cooperate then the SGA will consult 
students in those professors' classes for 
evaluations. 

^CUB FLICKS^ 
Presents: 

SPRING MOVIES '79 
and a Special offer 

for all TSC students! 
Jan. 26,27,28. 
Feb. 3 and 4 
Feb. 10 and 11 
Feb. 17 and 18 
Feb. 24 and 2 5 
Mar. 3 and 4 
Mar. 10 and 11 
Mar. 17 and 18 
Mar. 31 jpr. i 
Apr. 21 Aand 22 
Apr. 28 and 29 
May 5 and 6 
May 12 and 13 
May 19 and 20 

COMA-Kendall H all 
HIGH AHXIETY-Kendall H all 
C00LEY HIGH—Kendall H all 
G0HE WITH THE WIND-EB134 
FREHCH CONNECTION- EB134 
M*A*S*H* -Kendal Hall 
MARX BROTHERS HITE-EB134 
THE RESCUEREHS—EB134 
THANK GOD IT'S FRIOAY -EB134 
BILLY JACK-EB134 
BUTCH CASSIDY ANO THE SUN0ANCE KID-EB134 
ALL THE PRESIDENT'S MEN-EB134 
HABIT TEST—EB134 
AMERICAN GRAFFITTI—EB134 

CUB FLICKS IS PLEASEO TO OFFER A SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION RATE TO ALL 
TRENTON STATE STUDENTS-SEE 15 GREAT MOVIES FOR ONLY S5.00JIE6ULAR 
DOOR PRICE OF MOVIES IS S7.50.SAVE S2.50IIII.0NLY IF YOU ACT N0WIIIIII 
SEASON PASS WILL BE MAILED TO YOU UPON RECIEVING YOUR ORDER 

Send Check or Money Order for $5.00 to: 
COLLEGE UNION BOARD FLICKS 
STUDENT CENTER 
TRENTON STATE COLLEGE 

cut here mnm NJ-08625 

NAME 
LOCAL ADRESS 

Cash will be accepted only if paid in person in CUB office 
MAKE CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS PAYABLE TO CUB FLICKS 

Thank-You Funded by SAF 
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Editorials 
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Scrape and claw 
Various individuals within the Trenton State Community have 

questioned The Signal's investigation into the missing $23,000 in parking 
ticket and decal money. 

Some ask, "Why all the fuss over a lousey $23,000.' 
Others say, "If you can't say who stole the money, then why say anything 

about it at all?" . 
Well, considering the fact that there are very few things on this campus 

that get students more angry than the issuing of parking tickets by campus 
police, we think it is a major issue when a significant amount ottne money 
the students are force to pay in fines is missing. And to top it oft, the state^ 
Legislature's Office of Fiscal Affairs blames "internal control weaknessess 
within the college's Security office as the reason for the missingmoney. ^ 

The following is an exact reprint of the state Department of T reasury s 
audit report: 

PARKING FINES AND DECALS 

FINDING 

The Security Section of the College is responsible for the issuance of 
parking decals and for the collection and transmittal of receipts relating to 
decal fees and parking fines. Fines and decal fees reported during the audit 
period amounted to $67,600 and $149,000, respectively. 

Our review of this operation disclosed "internal control weaknesses" in the 
following areas: 

a. Receipt vouchers issued for fines collected are not prenumbered. 

b. One person handles the collection and transmittal of c ash and has the 
responsibility for issuing decals and waiving student parking fines. 

c Reconciliations were not prepared for (1) d ecal fees per issuances and 
recorded decal receipts, and (2) fines collected per computer-generated 
printouts and recorded fines receipts. 

As a result of the above internal control weaknesses, our review supported 
the College's analysis that approximately $23,000 of fi nes and parking decal 
fees received in the Security Office were not transmitted to the Bursar's 
Office. Details of this shortage were referred to the Attorney General's 
office for review and investigation. 

RECOMMENDATION 

We recommend that the following be implemented to strengthen internal 
controls: 

a. All receipt vouchers should be prenumbered and sequence 
accountability be instituted. 

b. A separation of duties for the collection of fines and parking decal fees, 
the waiver of fines, and the issuance of parking decals should be 
undertaken. 

c. Periodic reconciliations should be made of parking decals issued and 
fees received, and of fines collected per computer center reports and 
recorded fines receipts. 

We noted, at the conclusion of our field work, that improved controls 
relating to fines and parking decals were in process of b eing implemented. 

The above is reprinted completely intact. 

However, the second problem noted by the auditors is what bothers us. It 
says "one person" handled all the cash and was responsible for the cash 
being transmitted to the Bursar's Office. 

Yet, neither the Security office of the college's Office of Administration 
and Finance would tell The Signal who that person was. 

Nate Lomax, director of campus police, said he did not think it was fair to 
name the person until the state attorney general's office concluded its 
investigation. But, sources close to the attorney say the investigation has 
not even started. 

The point is that if the college has nothing to hide, why does this 
newspaper always have to scrape and claw for information it can get 
concerning this issue. 

Even getting our hands on the audit report required a runaround trip to 
the statehouse and Department of Tr easury in Trenton. 

No matter what it takes, we plan on getting to the bottom (or top) of t he 
problem, no matter who cooperates. Even if we have to wait until the 
attorney general makes his report public, we will stil l make the students 
who pay for their fines aware. 

They deserve to know where their money goes, even if certain 
beauracrats will not cooperate. 

You n ever know", the missing money may turn up. Or, maybe a certain 
individual will be found guilty of embe zzling the money. 

Either way, the students will know who screwed up and how. After all, 
! he "internal controllers" made sure students got caught if t hey did not pay 
t heir li nes. 

So. stay tuned. 

Greg Baumann 
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TO THE EDITOR 

Sexist Signal? 

To the Edaor: 

Does the Roving Photographer (Nov. 28) fee l that only men have an opinion on the 
tuition increase? Why weren't any women questioned? I think there should have been an 
equal amount of r esponses from both sexes. 

Annamarie Frezza 

'We are human' 

'The last I'll say' 

To the Editor: 
Enclosed is the answer to the letter that was sent to the ECAC with the copy of The 

Signal article referring to the officiating of the Montclair game. There seems to be some 
doubt as to the "objectivity" of the articles. 

But, there also seems to be some readiness to observe the "evidence" the game films that 
will substantiate our claim and uphold the objectivity of The Signal writers. 

Therefore, I don't believe it would hurt if the Athletic Department should provide the 
films of this most memorable event with a request that they be observed by the Officials of 
the ECAC so a determination can be made in this matter. It might be a most interesting 
determination for all concerned. 

It should be remembered, that these officials are probably still in "good" standing and, as 
a result of the "good" job they did in this game, we might encounter them in some future 
contest with Montclair or some other college in the area. 

This is the last that I will s ay about this matter. I now pass the ball to you Messrs. 
Hamilton and Van Ness. 

Sincerely, 
Leonard Sledgeski 

ECAC replies 

Dear Mr. Sledgeski: 
This will acknowledge your recent letter regarding your criticisms of the officials who 

worked the Trenton State-Montclair football game on November 4, 1978. 
Admittedly, the officiating crew may have made errors in judgement during that game. I 

am not able to assess this at this time since I have not been asked to review any film of that 
game. However, I am not willing to chastise the officiating crew at this time simply because 
the Trenton State student newspaper makes the statement that the officiating was poor. I 
am certain you will agree that a college newspaper may not be completely objective at all 
times. 

At any rate, I appreciate your taking the time to bring your concerns to our attention, 
and please be assured that we will take steps to insure that officiating is improved at every 
level of football within the ECAC. 

Sincerely, 
G. Arthur Hyland, Jr. 

Assistant to the Commissioner 

Dave's no Rose 

I would like to draw your attention to an error whichappearedonpageMteen of t he 
October 31 Signal in the article regarding Camp Mohican. In that article you made 
reference to several persons and gave their names and pro es i Arcnrrlinp- to the 
giving doctoral status to Mr. Dave Rose of the Biology Department According to the 
catalogue David Rose has only bachelor and mast degrees. p y 
your error in a forthcoming Signal. 

Sincerely yours, 
Angel of Mercy, S.N. 

To the Editor: 

Yodr editorial in the Nov. 28th issue of T he Signal titled "No Snow Job" refers to 
so-called snow tickets and advances the premise that when, because of the weather, it is 
inconvenient to comply with parking regulations, there should exist "carte blanche" to 
park as one pleases. These kinds of absurb positions often arise because one hasn't taken 
the trouble to attempt to understand that the purpose of motor vehicle regulations is not 
harassment or revenue, but, rather, the safe and orderly utilization of vehicles on 
campus. Emergency access, clear routes for emergency equipment, plows, etc., become 
more important in bad weather. Stopping distances increase, long range vision becomes 
more important, and, in any number of ways, improperly parked vehicles create an even 
greater hazard than usual. 

It is implied that vehicles with no place else to park were unfairly victimized. Many of 
these so-called snow tickets were issued during periods when entire parking lots sat 
empty because they were an inconvenient distance. We can sympathize with those who 
feel that the location of p arking facilities leaves a lot to be desired, but we can't move 
those facilities closer. Even on those few days when the lots did become full, it would be 
absurd to totally suspend all reason and allow parking wherever it happened to be most 
convenient. Therefore, as has been publicized before, and as stated in the campus motor 
vehicle regulations, persons not finding a legal parking place in designated lots should 
report to th Information Booth for overflow parking instructions, or follow the directions 
of police officers who are assigned to patrol and parking duties. It would be irresponsible 
to allow parking outside normal perimeters in more locations than are necessary. The 
existence of a hazardous situation is no reason to spread that hazard all over campus. It 
is essential, rather, that the overflow be limited to as few locations as is possible. 

As has often been the case in my discussions with Signal personnel, I have been 
paraphrased within quotation marks and totally out of context in order to give an 
impression which the writer knows to be false. While I can understand that it's a lot 
more fun to create controversy, it would seem that accuracy should play at least some 
small part in your editorials. No officer on this department is more sympathetic or 
flexible when it comes to special circumstances. You do the community a great 
disservice by reinforcing an already too prevalent attitude that personal convenience is 
more important than the rights and safety of t he entire community. 

Might I suggest that it would be a lot more constructive to suggest, knowing that 
parking resources are sometimes at a premium during bad weather, that students and 
others make a special effort to use public transportation and carpools. This would have a 
number of obvious benefits in terms of parking, traffic, and air pollution as well as the 
obvious economic advantages. Informing the community as to the simple procedures 
which will help them avoid unnecessary parking tickets would also be a lot more helpful 
than simply complaining that students don't have time to read parking regulations. It is 
ironic, sometimes, that those who complain loudest about enforcement when they are 
the subject also tend to be those who complain the loudest when they are the victim of 
someone else's callous disregard for their rights. Where is the indignation against those 
who park in such a manner as to prevent others from removing their cars, or those who 
take up more than one parking place, or those who sit in the roadway, delaying traffic 
and causing accidents while they ignore the problems they create, or those who park in 
front of d umpsters which are then not emptied and create a health or fire hazard, or 
those who have "created their own parking places" on grassed areas, damaging same 
(these are the same people who complain of th e mud, of c ourse). 

I am certain that on occasion, we have issued tickets which were later appealed by the 
traffic appeal's board. This has not been out of malice, but is a reflection of the fact that 
we are human. The traffic appeals board exists because of this fallibility and in order 
that extenuating circumstances unknown to the officer may be taken into account. There 
is often an assumption that we carry some sort of "crystal ball" which will allow us to see 
and understand all kinds of co nsiderations of which, of c ourse, we are totally unaware. 

You're right when you say that it's not the student's fault when snow falls, and the 
college doesn't have enough parking spaces. I hope that you will concede that it isn't the 
fault of the Campus Police either. To a great extent, we are in the same position; 
attempting to make the best and most efficient use of l imited resources. While we can 
understand that we are a convenient target for frustrations created by the very 
occasional periods during which there are insufficient parking resources, I hope that, on 
reflection, you can understand that we are not in a position to change existing 
conditions, instead, our efforts are directed toward making motoring and parking on 
campus as safe as the conditions will permit. 

Sgt. R. Thomas Hagaman 
Community Relations Officer 
Trenton State College Police 

EDITOR S NOTE: The quotations were taken from one of our reliable reporte; 
stones in one of last semester's issues. We stand by our reporters.--GRB 
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Clone to the Edge 
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BY W.L. HAACKER 

In my scholastic career, I have used 
thousands of choice epithets to describe 
key administrators, faculty and some 
students. Now that we are counting down 
on my long over-due graduation from this 
alleged institution of higher education, 
there are a few adjectives I'd like to say to 
the aforementioned group. 

But, since this is the Christmas season, 
and we are supposed to be humane and 
kind to everyone, you know, "peace on 
earth good will to men/women" and all 
that bullshit, I have decided to leave a 
Christmas list of what I would give to 
certain people. 

This column should in no way be 
•construed as "enemies or shit list," as 
the went out with Richard Nixon. No, 
these are just some suggestions, good 
wishes and maybe a couple of 
letter-bombs that I would like to give. 

To TSC President CLAYTON 
BROWER I would like to give Clayt the 
courage to face students as equals. We are 
not a group to be feared. Never mind what 
scholastic tests (SATs) say, as those tests 
are as useless as the people who write 
them. Students here are reasonably 
intelligent and together we might improve 
this college. 

To Dean of S tudents JERE PADDACK 
and his assistant SHEILA FLEISHMAN -
For Jere, I'd like to give him a horse of his 
very own ala "Animal House," and a new 
assistant. For Sheila, I'd like to give her 
personalized, leather-bound editions of the 
Bill of Rights, the Constitution of the 
United States (remember the collection of 
"semantic technicalities?") and the 
American Civil Liberties Union Rights of 
Student Handbook. 

TO RON "THE SIGNAL LIES TO 
YOU" BOLLHEIMER - His very own 
Christmas tree, complete with decorations 
of kittens, lids of grass, and autographed 
portraits of Heinrich Himmler. This tree 
would then be ceremoniously chucked 
down the incinerator chute, by the 
students of Travers-Wolfe with the same 
care and compassion that he uses to rule 
his fief. Bollheimer is also invited to a 
Christmas Bash to be held in the Decker 
dorm. Oh and Ron, bring your own keg of 
beer. 

To JESSE ROSEN-
BLUM-I would wish that he never utters 
an un-administration word. This would 
avoid him being brought up under the new 
slander-libel clause that he lobbied for so 
vigorously in our wonder judicial 
structure. 

TO ART STEINMAN and the other 
yoyo's in the local AFT (Always For 
Themselves) union - It is unfortunate that 
those who scream the loudest about 
faculty rights and tenure protections, care 
so little about the people give them jobs 
(us), and should be the first ones fired. 
Those who really deserve the protection of 
tenure would be the first to go down the 
tubes with those who shouldn't be 
entrusted to park a car, let alone the mind 
of another human being. I wholeheartedly 
support the institution of tenure, because 
those who really deserve the right to 
pursue freedom of thought and expression 
would go right along with the dead wood 
that seems to be in abundance around 
here. 

Those people who have the guts to stand 
up and tell the college administration they 
are screwing up (you know, the people who 
make waves) would be the first fired by 
the petty, bootlicking upper echelon 
administration. "Support Your Local 
Scholar' and not the parking lot 
attendants that have been masquerading 
as professors, deans, and directors. 

DR" "DOLLAR" BILL 
KLEPPER ~ I would like to give, the 
soon-to-be-published autobiography of Jeff 
Bell, which will certainly give him the 
winning edge in politics. No, seriously 
folks, the state of the New Jersey 
political scene deserves what Bill 
Klepper can give it. Just look what he gave 
us -- R on Bollheimer. Which coincidently 
enough, happens to be my next target... 
er . . . next on my Christmas list. 

To FRANK ERATH and the gutless 
Senate - I would like to give this group 
some courage to stand up to the 
administration to protect the student, the 
quality of education and the institution -
for once, like it did in the old days. An 
immortal prophet once said, "Hail thee 
scholars if y e be," or something like that. 

1 

To ROY VAN NESS - The idea that 
anyone who wishes to participate in a 
varsity sport should not have the aport 
pulled away from them. Roy, I wish you 
and June Walker nightmares of the 
fencing team gang stabbing vou guys to 
death. 

1 To the new breed of STORM-TROOP
ER SUPERPIG CAMPUS COPS we seem 
to be hiring lately - I'd like to give this 
elite group the idea that this is a college -
so stick around and maybe you might learn 
something. Otherwise, you end up here all 
your natural lives ticketing student's cars 
hassling and playing "I'm a real cop -- see 
my gun. Some of the campus police are 
human beings, and I consider my friends 
they are the ones I wish success and good 
fortune to. The others, I wish earlv 
transmission failure on the Garden State 
Parkway (between exits 129-153) at 4:30 
p.m. Just a reminder to the super pigs, a 
policeman's/woman's motto is to "protect 
and serve" and not to "hassle and bust." 

on 
To certain members of the TSC Board of 

I rustees - To Chairman Charles Daves, 
ERNA HOOVER, HARRY HE HER, and 
T^V*n^pointed tr"stee EDWARD 
ainhakg, I would like to give them the 
un , rower-Hollander concept that this is a 
co lege and we are not four-year short 
term investments. And, to the new boy on 
the block: Keep your mouth shut, watch 
and learn. 

. And last but not least not because these 
individuals are disliked by me the least, 
but because I consider them so 
insignificant that they warrant the last 
slot. 

Tothe RESIDENT MANAGERS and 
COMMUNITY!LAUGH] ADVISORS and 
other Klepper-Bollheimer clones - Some 

umanity. Just where the bloody hell did 
vou get your training, the University of 

Dachau at Iowa or have you always been 
jerk-offs. 

Staff Photo by John Afitrano 
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The Trammps musicians from left to right: "the sly, the slick, and the wicked." 

Trammps *tear 
this mother down 

BY CHRIS VOTA 

"I love the Trammps," said one girl in 
Phelps Hall last Saturday night, "but I 
think they sound better on the records." 

While it's true that the event sponsored 
by the College Union Board (CUB) lacked 
the string accompaniment and three men 
on synthesizers normally heard in their 
recordings, the Trammps were not 
shunned by any of the people attending the 
show. 

In fact, the Philadelphia-based group 
was the center of attention as the recorded 
disco music faded out for an introduction 
by the Trammps personal M.C., Flash 
Wilson. 

"The weather outside is frightful, but in 
here it's gonna be very delightful," droned 
Wilson in a style reminiscent of Monty 
Rock from "Saturday Night Fever," but 
possessing a tonal quality like that of 
Wolfman Jack. 

For a while people were beginning to 
wonder whether or not Wilson would stop 
talkin' so the Trammps could start playin'. 
After five minutes, however, he said what 
everyone wanted to hear: 

"Ladies and gentlemen, the greatest 
disco band in the world,...all the way from 
Philadelphia, PA: The Trammps." 

By this time, people stopped dancing 
and gathered around the stage-front as the 
Trammps musicians walked onstage and 
played an instrumental tune. One of the 
surprises offered was a burly masked man 
with his shirt unbuttoned, bouncing all 
over the stage with a beige-colored bass in 
his hand. 

At last, the five men composing the 
vocal section joined the musicians and the 
crowd went wild. Bob Upchurch, Jimmy 
Ellis and Earl Yojlng sang their hearts out 
while Stan and Harry Wade provided 
harmony and electric string accompani
ment. 

Contrary to a style associated with most 
disco groups, the Trammps' performance 
consisted of a more "soulish" act, not 
unlike the Stylistics or the O'Jays. Their 
movements and clothes (for vocals: white 

jackets, slacks and shoes, and black shirts 
having white flower patterns on them) 
would suggest the group had a soul act 
together before disco was immortalized on 
film. 

At one point during the performance, 
one of the Trammps' singers announced 
some new material, asking for four female 
volunteers from the audience to dance 
onstage with this new song. Nine girls 
crowded the stage as the group tried to 
show them how to dance to "Soul Bones," 
scheduled for release by today. 

Most of the songs played and sung by 
the Trammps could be found on their 
"Greatest Hits" LP, but the people 
watching them loved every minute of it. 

"Disco Party," and "Body Contact 
Contract" posed a tough choice for the 
audience: should they dance to the music 
or should they watch these men "do their 
own thing?" The same problem could be 
said of the song; "The Night the Lights 
Went Out," based on the blackout New 
Yopk City suffered in the summer of '78. 

However, as good as these songs were, 

A Trammps vocalist swung his Ibanez during 
a mixture of hard rock and disco, 
topping the am charts a year before people 
realized John Travolta was not talently 
limited to playing Barbarino in "Welcome 
Back Kotter." 

In the disco world, for a song to be 
successful it is essential for people to dance 
to the music, otherwise: the DJ won't play 
it, people won't buy it, radio stations won't 
air it and more people won't buy it. 

"Disco Inferno" has been used as a 
standard for many of today's disco songs. 

The Trammps' performance consisted 
of a more "soulish" act, not unlike 

the Stylistics or the O'Jays. 
one of them could match the one song 

everyone came to hear. It has been said 
many times that every rock band has its 
own "Freebird," a song that has made the 
band a legend in its own time-the same 
can be said for the Trammps. 

"Disco Inferno" is without a doubt, the 
most popular song released by this group, 
and the people in the cafeteria took no 
exception to this fact: they literally went 
wild. 

After all, why shouldn't they go wild? 
"Disco Inferno" is not just another 
stereotyped disco song with a funky beat 
featured in the box office smash "Saturday 
Night Fever." For one thing, the song was 

It begins with a fast pace, and like the 
Village People's "Macho Man," it lets the 
listener know he or she can really "tear 
this mother down" while dancing. 

Another important contribution made 
by "Disco Inferno" can be found in its 
lyrics. The song incorporates heated 
dancing with it taking place on the roof of a 
skyscraper (as in "The Towering Inferno"), 
joined together by a radical slogan from 
the late 60s ("Burn, baby, burn!"). 

Man, did those people in Phelps burn, 
but as the song states: "I'm not talking 
about burnin' down a buildin'." Smoke 
generators added "fuel to the fire" as 

'Disco Inferno," providing the crowd with 
Staff Photo by John Mitrano 

people were getting into the groove, 
wearing the floor wax down to nothing. 

In the middle of " Disco Inferno" one of 
the singers asked the audience what a 
blend of h ard rock and disco would sound 
like. The answer was revealed when one of 
the Trammps' guitarists changed his style 
(and his loudness) to a hard, jamming, rock 
session not unlike Pink Floyd's 
mind-blowing 6-stringer in the song 
"Money." The crowd ate it all up. 

(Seriously, folks, why shouldn't they? 
After all, Jackson Browne used disco in his 
latest album with no problem at all.) 

In closing, the Trammps provided 
Trenton State with some entertainment at 
the close of a week CUB would probably 
like to forget. After the J. Geils Band 
cancelled its Wednesday performance and 
CUB's Saturday flick, "Turning Point," 
was cancelled (due to mechanical failure), 
the Trammps made a delightful weekend 
out of a frightful week. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The writer does not 
claim to be an authority on disco as he 
owns only one disco album and can't dance 
anywhere near John Travolta (much less: 
Disco Tony). He simply saw things as they 
happened and incorporated his prior 
knowledge of this very important art and 
social form, disco, into this article. I 
apologize for any inaccuracies and 
deficiencies that appeared in the 
article-CFV. 

The Tr ammps onstage lor Ihr first song, and while the vocal section could keep its 
jackets on for one song... 

Staff Photo by John Mitrano 
...after that the greatest disco band in the world'started eookln'. 



BY GWYN JONES 

That blackout that hit Trenton State 
College a few weeks ago not only cancelled 
classes, but also Jane Richter's French 
horn recital. It was set for the following 
Monday, only to be postponed a second 
time for other reasons. 

Last Wednesday, in a program that 
included early Classical, Romantic and 
contemporary music, Richter, accompan
ied by pianist Shirley Batchelor showed 
the small but appreciative audience that 
what she had to offer was worth the wait. 

Richter opened with "Largetto" from 
Cherubini's Sonata No. 1, and "Largo" and 
"Allegro Moderato" from his Sonata No. 2. 
From the first note, the rich sound of the 

horn filled Bray Recital Hall. Although 
Richter appeared to have a little trouble 
with the high notes at first, her agility on 
the instrument quickly made up for it. 

She followed with "Partita," a 
comtemporary piece by Verne Reynolds. It 
was a nice change from the classical 
Cherubini, with its dissonance and 
intruguing melodies. Next was "Concert-
piece, Op. 94" by Camille Saint-Saens, 
originally composed for horn and 
orchestra. 

FOR THE LAST Composition, "Trio Op. 
88" by Carl Reinecke, Martha Helms on 
oboe joined Richter and Batchelor. The 
three, horn, piano and oboe, made a very 
interesting combination in which the 
penetrating tone of the oboe complimented 
the mellow horn sound. Here too, 
Batchelor had many solo passages on 
piano, and was able to display her fine 
technique and expression. 

After the first piece, Richter was able to 
shine. Her tone was full and mellow, and 
her high notes were clear. To listen to her 

perform on such a difficult instrument with 
such grace was awing. The teamwork of 
Batchelor and Richter was apparent, too, 
especially in the way that the melodies 
flowed smoothly from instrument to 
instrument. 

Originally a violinist, Richter didn't take 
up the French horn until college. She has 
studied with Mason Jones, among others. 
A part time faculty member and an artist 
teacher with the graduate music program, 
Richter is a member of the Trenton 
Symphony as principal horn. In April she 
will be performing the Saint-Saens piece 
with the group. Richter does many other 
jobs such as recording with various groups 
and playing operas in Philadelphia. "Yop 
have to do all sorts of things £o make a 
living at it," she said. 

The French horn is the most difficult 
brass instrument to play, according 
to Richter, because of the nature of the 
instrument. The notes themselves are 
very close together. The small mouthpiece, 
along with an extremely wide range of four 
and a half octaves, complicates matters. 
"You go for a note," she said, "and it may 
not be there. Yo0 won't see many live 
French horn solos for just that reason; 
they don't want to expose themselves." 

Richter said that she varied the program 

Jane Richter during her recital accompanist Shirley Batchelor uvowynoom 

BATCHELOR, A FULL time music 
faculty member, accompanied Richter. 
She is currently being coached by Karl 
Ulrich Schnabei in New York. "It was a joy 
playing with them (Richter, Helms)," she 

'You go for a note," she said, 
"and it map not be there. 

the wav she did to "see what would 
happen." She added that it was a difficult 
program. "I'm not used to doing a full solo 
recital." 

said. "I had great fun doing it. I just wish 
we had more time to practice. With a 
heavy teaching load, it was hard to find 
time to get together." 

Helms, who like Richter is an artist 
teacher with the graduate music program, 
is also a member of the Trenton 
Symphony. "I think she (Richter) had to 
search for that one," she said of the trio 
they performed. "I've never played 
anything quite like it." Helms went on to 
say that she felt the piece featured piano 
more than anything else. 

Helms said that the two postponements 
of the recital presented certain problems 
because the three had to fit several 
rehearsals into their busy schedules. 

No matter what the obstacles were, the 
recital went well. Richter had said that she 
wanted to see what would happen-most 
would agree that it was something good. 

N.J. Dance Festival: 'successful* 

Staff Photo by Harry Sievers 
A dancer must know his/her own "ins
trument" before beginning the creative 
process. 

BY L.R. DELGADO 

"You have to accept the fact if you are 
going to be creative, you are going to be 
considered strange," said Dorothy 
Vislocky. 

Vislocky, a noted choreographer, dancer 
and director of the Dorothy Vislocky/ 
People Dance Company, was one among 
the four dance experts who conducted 
workshops at the second New Jersey 
College Dance Festival held at Trenton 
State Saturday. 

The Festival, sponsored by Orchesis, the 
TSC modern dance group, lasted from 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. It attracted over one 
hundred students and teachers from 
twelve New Jersey and Pennsylvania 
colleges. 

VISLOCKY, ALSO A master teacher 
and coordinator of the dance program at 

Hunter College in the City University of 
New York (CUNY)/and a nationally 

recognized kinesiologist, conducted an 
Improvisation/Composition Workshop. 

"First of a ll," Vislocky said as the class 
began, "I want to change the title of this 
section from Improvisation/Composition 
to an "exploration of the creative process." 

Throughout the class Vislocky empha
sized the point that each individual is a 

Orchesis workshops 
expose styles of dance 

Urcheses, the modern dance club at 
TSC, is sponsoring a master class in ballet 
to be given by Imogene Wheeler or. 
Thursday, December 7. 

The workshop will be held in the Packer 
Hall Dance Studio at 5 p.m. 

Wheeler is the director of the Ballet 
Workshop in Princeton. Her major credits 
include: performing a repertoire of classi
cal to modern works while on tour with the 
Ballet Rombare; choreographing a ballet 
with Brubeck and Son for the bicentennial 
celebration; and teaching at the Dance 
Theatre of Harlem. 

As a teacher, Wheeler puts a strong 
emphasis on musical and dramatic inter

pretation as well as technique. She feels 
this mode of study best brings out the 
dancers abilities and makes them more 
adaptable to all forms of dance. 

The December 7 workshop is one in a 
series of monthly workshops being spon
sored by Orchesis. According to Orchesis 
director, Jana Feinman, "the purpose of 
the workshops is to expose the students at 
TSC to the many different styles of 
modern dance as well as to the other dance 
forms." 

Sponsored by SFB, the workshop is free 
and all interested parties are invited to 
attend. 

different "instrument," and that each 
person must get to know his/her own 
instrument in order to learn to use it, 
develop it, and learn to accept what she/he 
is before beginning the creative process. 

"The creative process has many steps, 
Vislocky said. "There are many steps 
which I want to follow to get somewhere, 
and each individual has her own separate 

Continued on page twenftpone 
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In the Disney College Workshop 

* SINGERS • 
* INSTRUMENTALISTS * 

You could find yourself performing 
on the most famous stage of all... 

X)iSllCJ)land® / UJalt|§)isiiey World 
College Freshmen. Soph omores and Juniors are eligible to audition tor this 12 week 
summer workshop in entertainment. Scholarships, housin g grants and stipends will 
be awarded those selected. Minimum age. 18. 

Singers: Prepare vocal piece of your choice. Disney choreographers will provide 
dance routine—singers must dance. 

Instrumentalists: Prepare 3-5 minute performance selection. ALL APPLICANTS 
BRING MUSIC, INSTRUMENTS (including doubles), PHOTOS AND RESUMES 

FOR ALL INFORMATION REGARDING AUDITIONS CONTACT: 
DISNEYLAND WALT DISNEY WORLD 
1313 Harbor Blvd. P.O. Box 40 
Anaheim. CA 92803 Lake Buena Vista FL 32830 
(714) 533-4456 ext. 701 (305) 824-4206 ext 4206 

DO NOT CALL AUDITION LOCATION 

Live auditions will be held at the following locations: 

: „i, IR A 19, 111 a .m. - r, ;-.n. 
MAi'YM'irK, HANUA'I i AN C OI.I.FCK 
??1 K. 71st St. 
tl. v V,.rk , N'Y 1(1071 

French horn recital: 
well worth the wait 
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Not a smudge in 'Greasepaint' 
BY GWYN JONES 

"The Roar of the Greasepaint...The 
Smell of the Crowd" opened in the 
Rathskeller last Thursday night and, from 
the looks of things, the company has a 
great weekend ahead of them when they 
do the final three shows this Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday. 

A commentary on society, "Grease
paint" is also a lively, musical comedy. It is 
presented as a surrealistic picture in which 
Cocky represents the middle class man, 
who is constantly being put down by Sir, 
who represents big business and 
government. 

When Cocky finally rebels against Sir's 
rule, he too becomes corrupted by power 
and, losing all sense of foresight, is stepped 
on again. The key to making society work, 
Cocky learns in the end, is working within 
society, whereas revolution can only result 
in destruction and servitude. 

Although its message may be somewhat 
outdated and reminiscent of the late 60s 
and early 70s, "Greasepaint," directed by 
Kevin Cunningham and produced by 
Gordon Recht (also musical director) 
comes off as one of the most professional 
amateur productions around. 

AN OBVIOUS REASON for "Grease 
paint's" success is Kevin Glenn in the lead 
role. Glenn demonstrates both sensitivity 
and talent as the oppressed Cocky. From 
the first, he snatches the audience's 
sympathies and has no trouble holding 
them captive. His stage presense is 
outstanding. And one would be hard put 
to find fault in Glenn's abilities as a singer; 
his strong, expressive voice never failed 
him. 

Glenn is not a newcomer to musicals 
either, having performed in TSC's "Guys 
and Dolls" and last year's production in the 
Rat "Jacque Brel is Alive and Well and 
Living in Paris." As winner of the Six 
Flags competition (Great Adventure), 
Glenn competed with winners from other 
Six Flags competitions on a national basis. 
Coming in first place, Glenn received a trip 
to Hollywood and appeared on the Dinah 
Shore Show. 

Thomas Gillespie, as Sir, is a 
cartoon-like representation of big 
business-complete with the suit and top 

hat. He taxes full command as the "big 
boss," but is not without feeling as is seen 
in the end. In his many musical numbers 
as well as otherwise, Gillespie presents a 
lively, entertaining character. But one 
cannot help resenting the cruelty with 
which he treats Cocky at times. 

As the annoying, taunting Ked and 
not-so-avid student of Sir's, Ann Cipolla 
handles her part very well. Kid is a brat, 
always putting Cocky down, but the way 
that Cipolla plays the role, there is almost 

'It was a valuable 
musical and technical 
experience as well as 

showing off the 
college's top performers. 

always a iaugn when she is on stage. 
Dwight Brown and Jane Wasser, should 

not go unnoticed in their small singing 
roles. Brown displayed great control and a 
rich voice in "Feeling Good." Wasser's 
clear voice shines in "My First Love Song", 
a duet with Glenn. 

LISA JABBUT,ROSALIND Lindsey, 
Dawn Witeck and Wasser as the Urchins 
are full of exuberance and bounce. 
Dressed as little girls, they bop around the 
stage giving the show even more life. In 
his brief moments on stage, Rick 
Clark-Pounder makes the most of it as 
Bully. 

According to Recht, "Greasepaint" is 
entirely student produced. Cast and crew 
have been working on the show for about 
four weeks. Recht says that "Greasepaint" 
like "Jacque Brel", which he produced last 
year, is very well suited to the small stage 
area in the Rat because of the small cast 
and few scenery demands. "You couldn't 
do it on Kendall," he said. "There's not 
enough to fill a large stage like that." 

Recht viewed the show as an 
opportunity to gain "valuable musical and 
technical experience as well as showing off 
the college's top performers. I think to 

myself, where else couia i ao sorneuung 
like this?" he said. "This is an opportunity 
I probably wouldn't be able to get 
someplace else." 

Although "Greasepaint" was orches
trated for a full pit orchestra, Recht 
selected the most important instrumental 
parts and recruited a small pit band. The 
band was a little loud during the first act, 
but it was toned down a bit during the 
second. Otherwise it had a great sound, 
especially during the dance numbers when 
the members gave the music all they could. 

Jane Gary's choreography, though not 
difficult, was well executed and fun to 
watch-and that was the point of it, 
according to Recht. 

CUNNINGHAM* WHO DESCRIBED 
himself as a "guest director" for Recht, 
was asked to the show last January. He|s 
done an outstanding job, especially as his 
' first college musical. After the show 

Cunningham looked pleased, and he had 
every right to be. 

He was asked what some of the major 
problems he encountered were as director 
of "Greasepaint." 

"The most frustrating thing about being 
a director is that you 'know' how you want 
each actor to do his part-I could probably 
have gone up there and done each part 
myself. But you can't do that as director. 
Yoyl have to be able to communicate your 
ideas to the performers, use them as tools 
to create what vou have in your mind." He 

Continued on page seventeen 

Kevin Glenn, playing the lead role of 
Cocky. 

Staff Photo by Guryn Jones 
From Left to right, Thomas Gillespie I Sir], Ann Cipolla I Kid] and Ke vin Glenn Icocky] 

Staff Photo by Guryn Jones 
Kevin Glenn a s Cocky, is preparing for anything while two urchins look on. 
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December 5 
7:00 p.m., Education Bldg., rm. 134 - D r. 

Don Brown of the TSC Health Department 
and The Signal's Human Sexualtiy 
columnist, will present a lecture on "The 
Joy Of S ex." Come and learn more about 
this subject and meet this human sexuality 
expert. Admission is free. 

Every Tuesday, 
Center, rm. 209 
committee meeting. 

7:30 p.m., Student 
- CUB Recreation 

8:00 p.m., Decker Main Lounge - Rape!!! 
Lynn Norsia from Bergen Women Against 
Rape will give a lecture. A movie titled 
"Rape Culture" will be shown. It is free. All 
are invited to attend!! 

8:00 p.m., Kendall Theatre - TSC Chorus 
will present a concert of Baroque music. 
Admission is free. 

8:00 p.m., Student Center, rm. 210 --
WTSR will hold a general staff meeting. All 
staff members are urged to attend. Anyone 
else interested is also welcome. 

12:00 p.m., WTSR, 91.3 fm - After 
Midnight presents Kansas. Tune in to 91.3 
fm. to hear Bill Moreau and an hour's worth 
of great music. 
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1:30, Women's Center (Green Hall) -
Women's Discussion Series continues with 
Woman and Health. Film called "From Our 
Side of the Speculum." Free. All women 
welcome. Call 771-2120. 

Every Wednesday, 3:00 p.m., Student 
Center, 2nd floor -- Chimes Literary 
Magazine is looking for interested people to 
serve on its staff. We are also accepting 
poetry, short stories, photography and 
artwork for the fall edition. Place 
submissions in the box at the Chimes office. 

3:00 p.m.. Criminal Justice Association 
office - The American Criminal Justice 
Association will hold a general meeting for 
all members. Topics to be discussed will 
include the Gene Carte Award, the 
Constitution, elections, and the Canada trip. 
All members are urged to attend this 
important meeting. 

3:00 p.m., Holman Hall, rm. 372 -
Sociology/ Anthropology and Social Welfare 
Clubs will meet. Mary Lou Foot of the 
Division of Y outh and Family Services will 
give a talk on child abuse. 

3:15 p.m., Travers/Wolfe Main Lounge -
The Student Government Association 
[SGA] is holding its next weekly meeting. 
All SGA meetings are open to everyone. 

3:15 p.m., Decker/Cromwell Library, 
Cromwell basement -- The Human 
Sexuality Awareness committee will have a 
meeting open to any student interested in 
becoming aware of their sexuality. We need 
information and ideas for programming, 
fund raisers and discussions. Refreshments 
will be served. 

[Catholic Mass) will be held. Private 
Celebration of Reconciliation (Private 
Confession) after Mass. All are invited. 

Every Wednesday, 4:00 p.m.,m Student 
Center, rm. 206 -- The Natural Foods 
Organization meets. All welcome. 

Every Wednesday, 4:00 p.m., Student 
Center, rm. 209 - CUB Committee meeting 
for CUB International. 

4:00 - 5:00 p.m., Education Bldg., rm. 
319-320 - The Early Childhood Elementary 
Student Organizaiton will be having a Wine 
and Cheese party with the Early Childhood 
and Elementary Ed. Department taculty. 
Come and get to know the faculty! 

4:15 - 5:00 p.m., Chapel - Protestant 
Worship. Everyone interested is welcome, 
also everyone who would like to have an one 
going Protestant fellowship group. 

Every Wednesday, 5:30 p.m., r>eue 
House, Catholic Campus Ministry Center, 
492 Ewingville Rd. - Catholic Campus 
Ministry's Community Meal takes_pjace at 
Bede House )492 Ewingville Rd.) every 
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. All are invited. For 
info, call 882-756^ 

6:00 for members, 7:00 for candidates, 
Holman Hall, rm. 132 - Kappa Delta Pi 
initiation of new members. Present 
members are asked to arrive at 6:00. 
Pictures of the present members will be 
taken at this time. We will also be collecting 
can goods for the holiday season of the less 
fortunate. Please try to contribute. 

7:30 p.m., Education Bldg., rm. 130 -
Pearl Harbor; Fact and Fiction. Mr. Joseph 
Ellis of the History Department will give a 
lecture on the events leading to and the 
attack on Pearl Harbor itself. Refreshments 
will be served. Sponsored by the History 
Club. 

8:00 p.m., Student Center, rm. 212 - TSC 
Scuba Club will have a meeting to discuss 
specific spring break trip details. All 
members interested in this trip must attend 
this meeting or contact John Hock by 
December 8. Decisions concerning the trip 
will be confirmed at the next meeting (dece. 
13). Deposits for those deciding to go will be 
collected at the Dec. 13 meeting. 

8:00 p.m., Women's Center, Green Hall -
Women's Discussion Series continues with 
Woman and Health. Film called "From Our 
Side of the Speculum." Free. All women 
welcome. Call 771-2120. 

12:00 p.m., WTSR 91.3 fm - W ednesday 
night at 12:00 p.m. Mark Didia will present 
a two hour special featuring Daryl Hall and 
John Oats. Tune in to WTSR, the 
alternative. 

December 6 and 7. 10:00 a.m -. 7:00 D.m.. 
Student Center, Multi-Purpose Room -

Holiday Market Place in the Student 
Center. Sponsored by Student Center 
Program Committee. 

Thursday 
December 7 

10:00 -11:00 p.m., Ill Green Hall - Draft 
your resume in one hour according to a 
proven format. Get tips on cover letters, 
interviewing, preparation and follow-up. 
Find out about Trenton State's growing 
co-op program. Don't miss this opportunity 
to obtain valuable skills and information. 

Announc 
Emergency Closing 

In the event of an emergency closing of 
the college due to severe storms and snow 
and ice, the following radio stations will 
broadcast the cancellations of day and/or 
evening classes: 

WWTM (920AM) 
WBUD (1260 AM) 
WPST (97.5 FM) 
WTSR (91.3 FM) 

Trenton 

WCHR (94.5) - Yardley, Pa. 

WCTC (98.3 FM and 1450 AM) 
Brunswick 

WOR (710 AM) - New York 

WJJZ (1460 AM) - Mt. Holly 

WHWH (1350 AM) - Princeton 

WJLK (1310 AM and 94 FM) - Asbury 
Park 

WBCB (1490 AM) - Levittown, Pa. 

WVPO (840 AM and 93.5 FM) 
Stroudsburg, Pa. 

The Philadelphia stations will not 
announce a closing by school name but will 
read a code a number. The number for TSC 
is 921 with regard to day classes and 2921 
with regard to evening classes (after 5 p.m.) 
The radio stations are: 

KYW 
WCAM 
WCAU 
WDAS 
WFIL 
WFLN 
WHAT 

WIBG 
WIP 
WIFI-FM 
WYSP 
WPEN 
WTMR 

December 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 -- 8:15 p.m., 
Kendall Sudio Theatre - TSC Theatre Dept 
presents "December Triptych," an evening 
of three one-act plays. 

Admission is free and tickets are 
available at the Info desk. No reserved 
seats. 

ATTENTION - All Elementary and Early 
Childhood Education Majors! There will be 
a required meeting for all Elementary and 
Early Childhood Education majors who plan 
to student teach during any quarter of the 
1979-80 academic year, on December 13, 
1978, at 3:05 p.m. Elementary majors meet 
in EB 130, Early Childhood majors .meet in 
EB 134. 

December 20, 3:00 p.m. 
ELEMENTARY PRE-STUDENT 
TEACHING MEETING. The pre-student 
teaching meeting for all third quarter 
Elementary student teachers will be held 
an Wednesday, December 20 at 3:00 p.m., 
>n EB 132. 

We will discuss student teaching, you will 
meet with your college supervisor and you 
will be given additional student teaching 
material at this time. 

ATTENTION: Third Quarter Early 
Childhood Student Teachers. The 
pre-student teaching meeting for ALL 
THIRD QUARTER Early Childhood 
Education student teachers will be held on 
Wednesday, December 20 at 3:00 p.m in 
EB 348. 

We will discuss student teaching, you will 
meet with your college supervisor and you 
will be given additional student teaching 
material at this time. 
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iounc •merits 12:00 p.m., WTSR 91.3 fm -- WTSR, 91.3 
fm. on Thursday night will broadcast an 
hour of Elvis Costello at his best. Tune in to 
Gregg Burnicker for a unique listening 
experience. 
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The U.S. Department of Agriculture 
will be conducting interviews for excellent 
Spring Semester Co-op positions on Friday, 
December 8 at the Co-op Center, Green Hall 
111. Paying $150-$170 per week, the 
U.S.D.A. jobs are available for students m 
the fields of Business, English, Sociology 
Social Welfare, Political science ana 
Spanish. As with many Co-op government 
jobs, these positions are likely to offer 

jeer employment after graduation. Stop 
in at the Co-op Center for more information. 

Co-op Students earn academic credit for 
their work experiences. They work witn 
professional employees in the field that 
they are preparing for, getting a chance to 
clarify their career plans. Many co-op 
students receive permanent job offers from 
their co-op employers after graduation. 

To get started with co-op, plan to attend 
this week's Resume Seminar on Thursday, 
December 7 at 10 a.m. in Green Hall 206. At 
the seminar students draft their resumes 
from scratch according to a proven 
successful format. In about sixty to ninety 
minutes tips are also provided on cover 
letters, interviewing skills, follow-up and 
preparation. 

Recent Co-op listings include: 

Mercer Street Friends Center 
2 jobs - T eacher Assistant 
Art 

Middlesex County Youth Correctional 
Center 

2 jobs - R ecreational Aide 
Recreation 

N.J. Department of Defense 
1 job - Personnel Management Specialist 
Business Administration 

N.J. Department of Defense 
1 job - Information Management 

Specialist 
Business Administration, Mathematics 

Mercer County Department of Public 
Safety 

2 jobs - S tudent Intern 
Criminal Justice, Psychology, Sociology, 

Spanish 

New Jersey Marine Sciences Consortium 
1 job - J ournalism Intern 
English 

New Jersey Public Broadcasting 
Authority 

2 jobs - T echnician Trainee 
Engineering Technology 

These positions and many others are 
available only through the 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION CENTER 

GREEN HALL 111 
Stop in today! 

Spring 

Spring Semester '79, March 1 - J une 30. 
Australia ~ Full academic credit for all 
majors. Cost $990 complete (tuition, room 
and board), low student airfare, Latrobe 
University in Melbourne, Victoria; Univer
sity of New England in Armidale, New 
South Wales: University of Wollongong, 
Wollongomr. New South Wales. Complete 
information and applications available in 
Uttice of International Education, Green 
205 or Dr. Paul Cruser, Holman 305, 
771-2277. Deadline for applications -
December 15. 

TSC Rathskeller - The Roar of the 
Greasepaint . . . the Smell of the Crowd 
produced and staged by 2 TSC students. 
Admission is $2 and seating is limited. 
Tickets available at Info booth. 

Every Thursday, 7:00- 9:00 p.m., Packer 
Hall Dance Studio - Capture the spirit of 
the dance - Orchesis Modern Dance Club 
meets. All levels invited. No previous 
experience necessary. For info, rm. 113 
Packer Hall. 

Friday 
December 8 

TSC Rathskeller - The Roar of the 
Greasepaint . . . the Smell of the Crowd 
produced and staged by 'i 'l'SCi s tudents. 
Admission is $2 and seating is limited. 
Tickets available at Info booth. 

9:00 a.m. - 12 noon - Cooperative 
Education Center, 111 Green Hall - U.S. 
Department of Agriculture in the 
Cooperative Education Center to interview 
sophomores and juniors majoring or 
minoring in Business, English, Political 
Science, Sociology, Social Welfare and 
Spanish for January 1 - Ju ly 1 co-op jobs. 
These positions pay $150-$170 per week and 
get students GS Federal Government 
classifications and likely career 
employment offers after graduation. 
Minority students are encouraged to apply. 
All s tudents should come to Co-op Center 
before December 8 to become eligible for 
Co-op. 

8:00 p.m., Education Bldg., rm. 132 -
Nous, the Philosophy in conjunction with 
the Philosophy Department presents: 
"Science Fiction and Philosophy" with Prof. 
F. Miller from Bowling Green State 
University. Professors S. Aagard and L. 
Dishkin, TSC faculty, will make additional 
comments on this subject. Admission is 
Free. Everyone is welcome. 

8:00 p.m., Packer Hall Gym - Benefit 
Basketball Game. TSC Intramural All Stars 
vs. C.H.A.N.C.E. Intramural team. 
Donations 25 cents with I.D., 50 cents 
general admission. All proceeds wil go to 
Van Fund (Chance dept.) 

12:00 p.m., WTSR 91.3 fm -- After 
Midnight will be presenting an hour special 
of the Doors. Listen to Gary Gurman's 
presentation of this classic group on WTSK, 
91.3 fm. 

Saturday 
December 9 

8:30 a.m. - 4 :30 p.m.. New York City -
CUB Travel is sponsoring a FREE X-mas 
shopping trip to the city in the Rockefeller 
Center. You must sign up in Allen House 
office. 

TSC Rathskeller ~ The Roar of the 
Greasepaint . . . the Smell of the Crowd 
produced and staged by 2 TSC students. 
Admission is $2 and seating is limited. 
Tickets available at Info booth. 

8:00 p.m., Education blag., rm. 134 -
CUB Flicks presents Rocky Horror Picture 
Show. Admission is 50 cents with I.D., $1.00 
general admission. 

12:00 p.m., WTSR 91.3 fm - Tony Towns 
will present an hour long After Midnight 
special featuring Chick Corea over WTSR 
91.3 fm. 

Sunday 
December 10 

Every Sunday, 12:30 p.m., Cromwell 
Main Lounge - Communal Celebration of 
the Eucharist [Catholic Mass] will be 
held.All are invited. 

8:00 p.m., Education Bldg., rm. 134 -
CUB Flicks presents Rocky Horror Picture 
Show. Admission is 50 cents with I.D., $1.00 
general admission. 

Monday 
December 11 

7:30 p.m.. Education Bldg., rm. 130 -- The 
English Dept. film series presents Wilder's 
Double Indemnity(USA, 1944). 

Every Monday, 7:30 p.m., Education 
Bldg., 2nd Floor, History Dept. Office -
History Club meets. All history majors, 
minors and everybody else invited to join. 

Every Monday, 8:00 - 1 0:00 p.m., TSC 
Chapel - Sponsored by Inter-Denomination 
Fellowship" for Christ, Bible Class with rap 
session. Come out and help us worship the 
Lord in Spirit and in truth. All a re invited. 

Every Monday, 8:30 p.m., Holman Hall, 
rm. 256 - The Trenton State College 
Pro-Life Committee meets. All interested 
people are welcome. 

8:00 p.m., Kendall Hall - Brass Choir 
Concert an Jazz Festival will be presented 
by TSC Music Dept. Admission is free. 

12:00 p.m., WTSR91.3 fm - After 
Midnight will feature an hour of t he Moody 
Blues. Tune in to this fine hour of listening 
with Randy Millstein. 

Tuesday 
December 12 
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10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., Student Center -
The American Heart Association, in 
conjunction with the Program for 
Handicapped Students at TSC will present 
an informational program on heart disease, 
strokes and other handicapping diseases. 
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Board 

Student Center Programming 

December 6 & 7 

Holiday Marketplace 
Come and celebrate the Holiday Season at The Holiday Market Place. 

A variety of events are scheduled including "The Holiday Market" which will include 
vendors selling craft items and other great gilt ideas for the holiday season. In addition, a 
Holiday Reception, with the college administrators, will be held along with holiday films, 
holiday mini-courses, music and other exciting events. 

Wednesday, December 
The Holiday Market 10:00 am - 7:00 pm 

Multi-Purpose rm 

12:00 Noon - 1:30 pm-
Main Lounge 

Craft sales and other items 
for the Holiday Season 

Holiday Reception 
Informal Discussion with the 
College Administrators; 
refreshments served 

12:15 pm - 1:30 pm "Brass Choir" 
Main Lounge - Rathskellar Area Conducted by Dr. David 

Uber (TSC Music Dept.) 

12:30 pm - 1:30 pm Holiday Mini-Courses* 
S.C. rm 205 -Holiday Drinks 
S.C. rm 209 -Bread Dough Tree 
S.C. rm 206 Ornaments 

-Potato Latkes 

1:00 pm - 6:00 pm 
TV Lounge and Student 
Activities Pocket Lounge 

Holiday Films 
-Meet me in St. Louis 
-Holidays... Hollow days 
-Silent Night: The story of 
the Christmas Carol 
-Santa's workshop/cartoons 
-Gift Wrapped/Cartoons 

1:00 pm - 3:00 pm - Ho liday Mini-Courses* 
S.C. rm 212 -Straw Wreaths 

1:30 pm - 2:30 " 
Main Lounge Rathskellar 

TSC Jazz Lab" 
Conducted by Tony 
DeNicola (TSC Music Dept.) 

2:00 pm - 3:00 pm Holiday Mini-Courses* 
S.C. rm 205 Candy Wreaths 
S.C. rm 206 Holiday Bread-making 

3:1° Pm - 4:15 pm Holiday Mini-Courses* 
S.C. rm 205 -Holiday Drinks 
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Thursday , December 7 
The Holiday Market 10:00 am - 7:00 pm 

Multi-Purpose rm 

12 Noon - 2:00pm 
TV Lounge and Student 
Activities Pocket Lounge 

12:30 pm - 1:30 pm Holiday Mini-Courses 

Craft Sales and other items 
for the Holiday Season 

Holiday Films 
-See listings of 12/6 

S.C. rm 206 Pinecone Wreaths 

1:30 pm - 2:30 pm "TSC Jazz Lab" 
Main Lounge Conducted by Tony 
Rathskellar Area DeNicola (TSC Music Dept.) 

Orchasis Dance Ensemble 

2:00 pm 
s c . rm 212 

2:00 pm 
S.C. rn 

3:00 pm-

3:00 pm 
205 

Holiday Mini-Courses* 
-Crochet Ornaments 

Holiday Mini-Courses* 
-Holiday Cookies 

Holiday Mini-Courses 
-Candy Wreaths 

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm "String Ensemble" 
Main Lounge -
R a t s k e l l a r  A r e ?  

4:00 pm - 6:00 pm 
TV Lounge and Student 
Activities Pocket Lounge 

3:15 pm -4:15 pm 
S.C. rm 209 

Conducted by Dr. Otto 
Helbig (TSC Music Dept.) 

Holiday Films 
-See Listings of 1 2/6 

•* Holiday mini-Course require 
registration. See below. 
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Holiday Mini-Courses 
For the holidays, special min-courses have been established so that participants may learn 
several crafts/baking skills. Registration is $3/ course and includes all materials,unless 
otherwise noted. Advanced registration is required and may be completed at the 
Information Desk. Student Center from November 28 - Dec ember 5. Complete the form 
and return it as soon as possible. Money must accompany registration. Limit of 20/ course 
Kegister early. 

Check the appropriate course: 

Wednesday, December 6 
Hobday Drinks. 12:30 pm - 1: 30 pm, SC Rm 205 (TBA) 
PnLad ^°U,^h TrieoeQnrname?to;, 12:30 pm * 1:30 pm- SC Rm 209 (Cathy Foley) 
Potato Latkes, 12:30 pm - 1: 30 pm, SC Rm 206 (Babara Handler) 
Straw Wreaths, 1:00 pm - 3 :00 SC Rm 212 (Joanne Sadimas) 

"ndy Wreaths 2:00 pm - 3: 00 pm. SC Rm 205 (Joyce Fedorka) 
Holiday Drinks. 3:15 pm 4:15 pm. SC Rm 205 (TBA) 

Thursday, December 7 
Pinecone Wreaths, 12:30 pm - 1: 30 pm. SC Rm 206 (Barbara Abbot) 
**Wlt °™aments 2:00 pm 3:00 pm, SC Rm 212 (Cathv Foley) 
u ^-9 "S1,c crochet required: must provide own "J" hook 
Holiday Cookies. ^iOO pm 3:30 pm, SC Rm 209 (Birgitta Paddack) 
Candy Wreaths, 3:15 pm - 4 :15 pm. SC Rm 209 (Joyce Fedorka) 

For more information, contact: 
The Student Center Office, 2nd. Fl., 

extension 2264 
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Student deals in rare and expensive pottery 
BY JOE PISA 

From his sunny front porch gallery in 
Hamilton Township, David Rago displays 
beautifully detailed pottery, some dated as 
early as the 1850's. The pottery works, 
primarily collector's items and museum 
pieces, are priced from $50 to $1,800. 

Rago, a Trenton native and long-time 
Trenton State College student, is 
self-employed as a pottery dealer in the 
New Yopk a nd Philadelphia areas. 

"Most of the pieces I have now are from 
the turn of t he century," he said. Around 

the 1870's and 1880's America was a part oi 
the world of art" he said. 

At the same time, Frenchware was 
brought into western culture. The 
Frenchware, he said, was an imitation of 
Japanese work. The subtle colors and 
shapes of the Japanese style was imitated. 

RAGO HAS POTTERY from different 
eras and pointed out the design features 
that differentiated one piece from another. 
"Victorian pottery, which is very gaudy 
and overly ornate, gave way to art noveau 
and mission styles,"he said. "Noveau is 
free-flowing, lively and organic and 
mission is somber, strict and severe." 

Rago, who has been in this line ot work 
for five years, says, "It's a highly 
speculative market. A piece costing $500 
three to five years ago could run anywhere 
from $2,000 to $3,000 today. My own 
personal investment can double in two 
weeks either in cash or aquisition of new 
works." 

His market is aimed at wealthy 
collectors who have an eye for aesthetics 
and will pay high prices for items. 

"If a customer likes something he or she 
will buy it regardless," Rago said. "They 
'»iistnmpr«l can reallv he nains in the suss 
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sometimes, being paranoid about the value 
of a certain piece." 

Rago's past employment includes selling 
"junk" at Englishtown auctions. He still 
sells furniture. He said, "Englishtown is 
worth going to; you can find unusual items 
really cheap." Rago also used to sell 
fireworks on the side but he faded out of 
that. He was a shelf-stocker at a local 
supermarket. "The pay was good but I 
wanted something more," he said. 

"The money, being self-employed, is 
great! And not having any supervisors 
suits me just fine," Rago said. His plans 
are to expand his pottery business. 

New trade publications spur invest
ments as greater knowledge about pottery 
is generated, Rago said. 

GENERALLY, HE SAID, "I like my 
clients, they keep me informed as to what 
they have or what they are looking for. 
This feedback is very helpful, my phone 
bills show it," he added ruefully. 

Rago, a Trenton native, lives with his 
wife Elaine and daughter Maryann on 
Kuser Road. Rago has attended Trenton 
State College off and on for six years and 
has 100 credits accumulated. 

"No degree yet but I plan to go back 
when I have the time," he said. "Now as 
always my work takes precedence over 
school. I get bored easily and need 
constant change. I guess I don't apply 
myself enough." 

Dave was rock music critic for The 
Signal and described it vividly as being "a 
complete waste of my time and energy!" 
His view of the college is favorable, he 
said: "Why else would I stay for six 
years?" 

The Dirty Angels, whose past compositions have become hits for the Bay City Rollers 

QUAKER BRIDGE 4 

JAMES CAAN 
JANE FONDA 

JASON ROBARDS 

Conges â orsernan" 
Fri. (TLS 5:00) 7:30 4 9:55 

Sat. 1:30 (US 5:00) 7:30 5 9:55 
Sua. 1:30. 3:45 (TIS 6:00) t 8:15 

Watership 
cD<)U1LJ> 

Fri. (TLS 5:30) 7:30*9:30 
Sat. 1:00. 3:00 (TLS 5:30) 7 :30*9:30 

Sun. 2:15. 4:15 (TLS6:15) & 8:15 

ANNIE HALL 
Fri. (TLS 5:30 ) 7:30*9:30 

Sat. 1:15. 3:15 (TLS 5:30) 7:30 ft 9:30 
Sun. 2:15, 4:15 (TLS6:15) 8:15 

CHEECH & 
CHONG S 

• UP IN 
gg- SMOKE 

Fri. (TLS 6:00) 8:00*9:55 
Sat. 1:30. 3:30 (TLS 6:00) 8:00 * 9:55 

Sun. 2:00, 4:00 (TLS 6:00) * 8:00 

REDUCED A DULT & STUDENT P RlCfS F OR I TS TICKETS LIMITED T O S EATING 

For the past two years, Peter C. 
Johnson has worked in his basement to 
produce one of the most innovative albums 
to come along in years. Relying mostly on 
the unsual and his own wits, Peter's 
strange style can be witnessed on his 
rendition of Perry Como's "Catch a Falling 
Star." 

The second half of the Christmas 
double-header will feature Dirty Angels, 
whose rock influences originate from the 
East and West Coasts. Their past 
compositions have become hits for the Bay 
City Rollers. 

So don't miss this special double feature 
from Thirsty Ear. It begins Monday 
evening, December 11, at 8 p.m. on the 
alternative, WTSR 91.3 fm. 

Peter C. Johnson has a strange style which 
can be witnessed on his rendition of "Catch 
a Falling Star." 

fft 

Check 
your chances 

of getting 
breast 
cancer. 

Cancer can attack 
anyone. But some people 
live with a higher risk of 
developing cancer than 
others. However, the 
earlier the diagnosis, the 
better the chances of 
cure. If you check any of 
the boxes, see your 
doctor. Discuss with him 
your risk of getting 
cancer. American 

Cancer 
Society 

Knowing about 
cancer is a first step in 
curing it. 

• Over 40 and have 
close relatives who 
had breast cancer. 

• Had a breast 
operation 

• Have a lump or nipple 
discharge. 

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE 

Learn about yourself: 
join in the debate 
Many students may not be aware of t he 

existence ov TSC's forensic club. The 
advisor of the club is Jim Dennison, 
instructor in Speech Communications and 
Theatre. 

Beginning next semester, student 
participation in the club will warrant one 
credit hour for each semester of 
membership. 

The club explores various realms of 
speaking, including informative and 
persuasive speeches, oral interpretations 
of poetry and prose, and salesmanship. 

The statewide tournament in which the 
club participates also provides the chance 
to develop skills in extemporaneous and 
impromptu speaking and radio announc
ing. 

THE DEBATING SEASON lasts from 
September to May. The topic chosen for 
this year is "Should the federal govern
ment guarantee full employment for all 
U.S. citizens?" 

The present memebership of the club is 
seven, comprised of students interested in 
theatre, mass media, and broadcasting. 
Dennison feels membership is low because, 
"that's not the kind of thing our students 
here are tuned to...a lot of kids are scared 
when they hear debate, they think they 
have to spend 4-8 hrs. a day doing 
research". 

Dennison stressed the value of such 
experience for all students as a means to 
increase personal knowledge and self-
assurance. "It ought to be fun to learn 
something about yourself," said Dennison. 
He hopes to see increased student involve
ment next semester. 

'Greasepaint': no smudges 
Continued from page th irteen 

added, I had what 1 reel are some ot the 
top performers in this school; they were 
cooperative, imaginative-they made my 
job much easier. 

"The show has a lot to say," Cunningham 
continued. "And as for musicals in 

general, we don't have enough of them. 
Ihe arts do lack tunding in this school, but 
I don't see why. People want to see them, 
as I think has been demonstrated by 
'Twelfth Night' and this." 

He finished, "I think this is one of the 
best shows put on this semester." People 
will have a tough time arguing that point. 
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CUB Flicks Presents 

sausun. Dec. 9«io. 
EB. 134 8pm. Doors Close 8:25pm. 

SEATING LIMITED TO 295 

NO THROWING OF DEDRIS IN THEATRE 
DISORDERLY PERSONS WILL BE REMOVED 

BY CAMPUS POLICED 

Blue Key Lecture Series presents 

Milton Cole, 
Professor of 
Public Administration 

speaking on 

Effective and 
Efficient 
Meeting 

Management 

When: Tuesday, Dec. 12, 1978 

Time: 4:30 - 5:30 P.M. 

Where: Student Center, 
Room 205 

Tuesday Singles Mixer 
$4.00 gets you an all-you -can eat buffet, and drinks 

at outrageous prices (a real budget saver for students) 

start your week off right-start it at Duke's 

Wednesday is Ladies Night 
All ladies get their drinks 

at Happy Hour Prices. (9 PM-closing) 

Friduy and Saturday come out and Boogie 

to the best dance music in the area 

Sunday—Party Night 
This is the last night you've got before hitting the books. 

Make the best of it co me down and party with us . 

Plenty of surprises. 

Coming Soon: 
Monday's- Back by popular demand Ronnie Lane-The one man band 

Bud INight - Date to be announced 

Duke's in t he Quakerbridge Mall off Rt. 1 a nd Quakerbridge Rd. 
After mall closes use outside entrance between J.C. Pe nny and Hahnes- for information call 799-8188 
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Movie Review 

*Magic 1 

flops 
BY FRANK RICHARDSON 

The film "Magic," a 20th Century-Fox 
release, has fine acting and a wonderful 
score. However, it is unsatisfactory due to 
a hackneyed plot and a predictable ending. 

Anthony Hopkins portrays Corky, the 
rising ventriloquist coached by a slick 
agent, Burgess Meredith. The theme of the 
movie is the deterioration of the ventrilo
quist and the domination by his dummy. 

To enjoy this film, one must accept the 
premise that a dummy can take over his 
master. I found this a bit difficult to 
swallow because he's such an obnoxious 
dummy. 

In order to get away from the pressures 
of performing, Hopkins flees to the 
Catskills where he spent his childhood. He 
meets and immediately falls in love with 
his high school crush, Ann Margaret. Soon 
afterwards, Meredith finds him and 
realizes that Corky is partially insane. 

At this point, there are a few yawns in 
the audience. A couple of murders gener
ate interest again but the outcome is 
anticlimatic. 

Jerry.Goldsmith's excellent music sets 
the mood throughout this low-keyed movie 
and keeps the audience'frSrh fSHing asfeep! 
Goldsmith has won Oscars for scoring the 
box office hits "Patton" and "The Omen." 

Richard Atenborough, the prominant 
English actor, does a decent directing job. 
This can be attributed to strong perfor
mances by both Hopkins and Meredith. Ed 
Lauter, in the role as Ann-Margaret's 
mean husband, is also very good in his 
short stint. 

The use of flashbacks and some nifty 
editing by John Booth provide the necess
ary background and set the stage for the 

introduction of agent Ben Green 
(Meredith). 

Although the book was a best-seller, 
William Goldman's story is a bit silly and 
predictable. He is saved from embarrass
ment by the strong acting and good 
production values. 

"Magic" is at the Mercer Mall Cinema 
where the admission is $3.50 . It's over
priced. Go see it when it comes around to 
one of the dollar theaters. 

Record Review 

Movie Review 

../Big Fix9 

far out 
This film must rank as one of the most 

contrived movies ever produced. 
Richard Dreyfuss, the principal actor 

and producer, is detective Moses Wine in 
this comedy-drama set in Los Angeles. It is 
fairly obvious that Wine is not successful 
in his line of w ork since he lives in a dingy 
apartment with his two sons. To top that, 
he makes alimony payments to a wife 
involved with a shrink. 

Oddly enough, this film can be divided 

'American Prayer': 

excommunicate it 

into two parts. The first half is pure 
comedy while the second half, beginning 
with the murder of Wine's old flame, is a 
serious thriller. 

Wine is hired by a campaign worker to 
find out who printed leaflets linking a 
hippie-radical with their conservative 
gubernatorial candidate. The plot is in
volved and the viewer has difficulty 
remembering who did what and why. I'm 
sure that even the screenwriter didn't 
know what was going on. A scorecard is 
advisable. 

Apparently someone intended to sabo
tage the election campaign and blow up the 
Los Angeles Freeway which is an 
interesting combination. This may not 
sound very practical but the film is 
interesting to watch and entertaining as 
the detective. 

It is ironic that the young radicals of th e 
late 1960's in this film have gone straight 
and are making a living in jobs they once 
protested against and ridiculed. Since 
Dreyfuss, director Jeremy Paul Kagan and 
screenwriter Roger Simon were young 
during that radical period, they add humor 
and sarcasm to their references to that 
era. 

The ending is suprising as the least 
likely person is the brain behind this 
confusing scheme. 

The Bill Conti (the "Rocky" composer) 
score is pretty good as are the rest of t he 
film credits. 

BY GARY GURMAN 

It started with Elvis, and it spread 
like wildfire. No, no t rock 'n' roll, but the 
idea of immortalizing those who have 
passed away from the rock world. Buddy 
Holly, Jimi Hendrix, and Janis Joplin have 
become household names in the past few 
years, and the commercialization of these 
key figures in recent months has become 
sickening. Their songs are being sold in 
double album sets, especially on commer
cials seen on late night TV! The proper 
way to remember these giants is to respect 
their music, not rehash it in endless 
prepackages. 

The latest of these endeavors is "An 
American Prayer: Jim Morrison, Music by 
the Doors," which consists almost entirely 
of LSD fantasies in poetry form. 

Side one is a collection of unreleased 
guitar and organ riffs with the exception of 
"Invocations" which is nothing more than 
an excerpt of "Texas Radio and the Big 
Beat" from the "L.A. Woman" album. 

Side two is not too much different from 
the rest of t he L.P. with the exception of 
"Roadhouse Blues," a live tune that never 
appeared on the "Absolutely Live" album. 

"American Prayer" is a true American 
ripoff. The disc retails at $8.98, and 
literally puts the Doors to shame. Do 
yourself a favor and skip it for Christmas. 

THE FACTS: 
1HUNDREDS OF 

THOUSANDS OF WOMEN 
USE ENCARE OVAL". 

Encare Ovalm was introduced to Ameri
can doctors in November 1977. Almost 
immediately, it attracted widespread phy
sician and patient attention. 
Today, Encare Oval is being used by 
hundreds of thousands of women, and 
users surveyed report overwhelming sat
isfaction. Women using Encare Oval say 
they find it an answer to their problems 
with the pill, lUD's, diaphragms, and aero-

-^sol foams 

Z EFFECTIVENESS 
ESTABLISHED IN 
CUNICAL TESTS. 

Encare Oval" was subjected to one of the 
most rigorous tests ever conducted for a 
vaginal contraceptive. Results were 
excellent—showing that Encare Oval 
provides consistent and extremely high 
sperm-killing protection. This recent U.S. 
report supports earlier studies in Euro
pean laboratories and clinics. 
Each Encare Oval insert contains a pre
cise, premeasured dose of the potent, 
sperm-killing agent nonoxynol 9. Once 
properly inserted, Encare Oval melts and 
gently effervesces, dispersing the sperm-
killing agent within the vagina. 
The success of any contraceptive 
method depends on consistent and 
accurate use. Encare Oval'* is so conve
nient you won't be tempted to forget it. 
And so simple to insert, it's hard to make 
a mistake. 
If pregn ancy poses a special risk for you, 
your contraceptive method should be se-

-^lected after consultation with your doctor. 

UNO HORMONAL 
SIDE EFFECTS. 

Encare Oval"" is free of hormones, so it 
cannot create hormone-related health 
problems—like strokes and heart 
attacks—that have been linked to the pill. 
And, there is no hormonal disruption of 
your menstrual cycle. 
Most people find Encare 
Oval completely satisfac
tory. In a limited number 

of ca ses, however, burning or irritation 
has been experienced by either or both 
partners. If this occurs, use should be 

4discontinued 

EASIER TO INSERT 
THAN A TAMPON. 

The Encare Oval'" is smooth and small, so 
it inserts quickly and easily—without an 
applicator. There's none of the bother of 
aerosol foams and diaphragms. No 
device inside you. No pill to remember 
every day. Simply use as directed when 
you need protection. 
You can buy Encare Oval whenever you 
need it...it's available without a prescrip
tion. And each Encare Oval is individ
ually wrapped to fit discreetly into your 

5 pocket or purse. 

BECAUSE ENCARE OVAL 
IS INSERTED IN ADVANCE, 
IT WONT INTERRUPT 
LOVEMAKING. 

Since there's no mess or bother, Encare 
Oval gives you a measure of freedom 
many contraceptives can't match. 
The hormone-free Encare Oval. Safer for 
your system than the pill or IUD. Neate r 
and simpler than traditional vaginal con
traceptives. So effective and easy to use 
that hundreds of thousands have already 
found it—quite simply—the preferred 
contraceptive 

£ 1978 Eaton-Merz Laboratories, Inc. 
Norwich, New York 13815 EA 1617 

Vaginal contraceptive 
tor prevention of pregnancy 

The most tdked about contraceptive since the pi. 

women s 
medical center 

free 
early detection 

pregnancy testing 
(215) 265-1880 

birth 
control 

counseling 

Confidential 
Service 

outpatient 
abortion 
facility 

Call Collect 

DeKALB PIKE AND BORO LINE ROAD 
KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19406 

Alternatives 
cj 

OUTPA TIENT ABOR TION CLINIC 

We want  to  he lp  YOU .  . .  
• A Private Clinic licensed by the N.J. 
Dept. of Health • Abortions performed 
up to 12 weeks gestation by a gynecolo
gist • Local & General Anesthesia • Pro
fessional Counselling • VD Testing 
• FREE Pregnancy Testing 

All contacts strictly confidential 
1 6 1 6  P ac i f i c  A v e n u e ,  A t l a n t i c  C i t y ,  N . J .  0 8 4 0 1  

609/344-4554 
24 Hour Answering Service 
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WHY IS THIS RACE 
DRIVER GRINNING? 

Some say it's because he 
gave up a promising film 
career to head up the 
Budweiser Racing Team! 

But the real reason is that 
he just likes to win. And he 
did plenty of that this past 
season in a pair of 
Budweiser-sponsored, Bob 
Sharp-prepared Datsun 
race cars. 

Fifteen races: Twelve wins! 
On the pole eight times! 
Three track records! 

And in t he SCCA National 
Championships at Road 
Atlanta, he took a second 
place in his C-Production 
Datsun 280-Z... and a third 
in t he B-Sedan category with 
his Datsun 200-SX. 

Naturally, we congratulate 
him for his super season 
and wish him even greater 
success in ' 79. 

From your friends 
at Budweiser 

• uuuwciser uciisun 
£ action, send $3 50 (check. M O ) to 
Bob Sharp Racing Inc., 021 South St.. Danbury. CT 06! 
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-Commuter Corne 

What's in 

a name? 
BY HEIDI KNOLL 

Those long drives to campus bring up 
many thoughts. On my way to school one 
day, here's what I was thinking about 

I often wonder if t he name of an 
automobile has any influence upon its 
driver. 

For instance, one day while I was 
chugging along in my '64 Chevrolet 
Bel-Air, a red Rabbit sped past with a 
Jaguar in hot pursuit. After coasting 
around a bend, I spotted a Wagoneer 

pioneering onto the off ramp filled to the 
brim with kids and picnic supplies. 

21 
Festival a success 

Continued from page two 
were only twenty feet apart, 
everybody had microphones. 

Glancing to the right I spotted a group of 
Mustangs thundering onto the overpass. A 
Pinto and Colt then passed by me to join 
the herd. 

A green Bug crawled along on my right 
shoulder causing me to slow down so it 
could pass. As I did, a Ford swirled by me 
disappearing in a cloud of dust. As the 
cloud cleared, a grey Duster came into 
view only a few feet in front of me. As I 
slammed on my brakes, a Dart shot out 
from behind me, speeding out of sight. 
Reaching my destination, I turned off at 
the next exit, relieved after leaving the 
crowded highway. 

But I still often wonder, what kind of 
person would drive a 1964 Bel-Air? 

Continued from page twelve 
goals and ways to achieve them. 

"An individual cannot be taught how to 
be creative," Vislocky continues. "The 
only way to become creative is to take 
risks-that's how to work on creativity." 

VISLOCKY CITED THAT "creativity is 
dependent on being outlandish, out
rageous, crazy," and having what she calls 
the "Woody Allen syndrome." 

One activity the class engaged in was to 
just walk to a rhythm beaten by a drum. 
This activity increased each individual's 
awareness and sensitivity to the other 
people in the room as various instructions 
from Vislocky were followed. 

"It (the workshop) was very exciting," 
.one student said to Vislocky after the 
session was over. 

Albert Reid, a featured dancer with the 
Merce Cunningham Dance Company and 
an instructor at Cunningham Studio West-
beth, Hunter College, CUNY, led the 
workshop entitled "Modern Dance Techni
que." (Merce Cunningham is one of the 
world leaders of modern dance.) 

"WE WILL BASICALLY work on 
technique, basic body placement and body 
centering," Reid said in the beginning of 
the class. 

Writing between the lines 
but 

THE CHAIRMAN OF the board, 
showing no trace of emotion, said, "I'd like 
to postpone this meeting until after lunch 
so our doctoral candidate may present 
himself reasonably attired." Everyone 
else on the board grunted their 
concurrence and walked out without 
acknowledging my existence. The air 
conditioning in the board room was too 
high anyway so I went back home and 
changed. 

When the meeting began again, the 
bespectacled gentleman on the far right 
addressed me. 

"Running-dog, we have had numerous 
technical problems with your manuscript 
according to the chairman of the 
preliminary review committee. I should 
think, that as a Ph.D. candidate, you 
should be well acquainted with how to 
properly prepare a dissertation. The fact 
that you deliberately and consciously did 
not meet the standards for proper, 
manuscript preparation reflects an 
unwillingness to put out a hundred percent 
effort and an irresponsible disregard for 
professionalism. Your margins, for 
example were a full quarter of an inch off." 

"To be quite honest doctor," I said, "I 
really didn't give the matter much 
thought." 

The nine members of the board made 
clucking noises in their throats like hens 
who had their feathers ruffled. 

The professor on the far left said, "Aside 
from all that, there is the matter of your 
references. None of them are published 
authors in the accredited journals of your 
field." "I'm aware of that, sir," I answered, 
"but Aristophanes hasn't published 
anything in quite some time. Neither, I 
believe, has Voltaire." 

"WHO IS PATRICIA Rassmusson?," 
the chairman asked, "I note that she 
doesn't have a doctorate, or did you 
carelessly omit her doctoral initial?" "she 
was my eleventh grade English teacher," I 
said, "who taught me a lot about, well, 
about life." 

"Is she published?," they all wanted to 
know. The chairman said, "If I may 
summarize the main points of your 
far-fielding work." "Yojf mean you 
actually read my paper to see what I had to 
say?" 

Ignoring me, the chairman continued, "I 
note that you take a position on this matter 
that is contrary to the view held by most 

members of the review board." The 
members of the review board made 
affirmative noises. The chairman paused, 
to give me a chance to respond. I said 
nothing. 

He continued. "Running Dog, the vast 
majority of all the professional research 
ever done on this topic validates the 
position taken by the board. Indeed, some 
of the most reputed scholars in the field 
are tenured at this University and one 
even sits on this board," he said, gesturing 
to a mute, expressionless individual two 
faces from his left." And for you to 
challenge our position, with unscholarly 
references and present your work to the 
board unprofessionally packaged leads us 
to suspect that your research methods are 
equally unscholarly and your conclusions 
equally unprofessional. 

"Aside from all that Mr. Chairman, what 
do you think of my thesis?" "I shall not 
answer that until you revise your 
references." "Truth, Running Dog," said a 
colleague, "is not distinguishable if it is 
poorly packaged." 

I dumped the microphone into the glass 
of water. "I think all you want is for me to 
kiss your ass. You don't care whether or 
not we are all rational!," I shouted. "What 
did you say?," they all chorused. 

H i ,  W H A T C H A  D O I N  ?  

/ 
O H ,  N O T H I N G ,  1 ' r t J O S T  

"TRYINGTO DRAW THIS fAUJ! C ARTOON... 
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Workshop participants were seen mov
ing, twisting, and contorting their bodies 
to follow Reid's instructions and stay in 
time with a rhythm beaten by drums. 
Movements ranged from moving isolated 
body parts while standing stationary to a 
sequence of movements for travelling 
across the gym floor. 

"Bravo," said Judy Rodrigues, a Bucks 
County Community College teacher of 
Reid. "It was a different form from the 
technique I've had, but I enjoyed it." 

A movement therapist at Manhattan 
Children's Psychiatric Center and having 
her own private practice, Jane Downes 
gave a workshop on dance therapy. 

"The use of movement is a non-
threatening situation in which there is no 
right or wrong," Downes said. "Your 
relationship to dance is therapeutic." 

THE CLASS PARTICIPATED in a 
few activities utilized in dance therapy 
such as dancing to rhythmic music. 
Downes described some of the activities 
which are used in dance therapy classes 
such as a child's interpretation of a 
situation through drawing. 

"Children symbolically learn to control 
impulses by being assertive and by 
accomplishing this by means of their own 
creativity," Downs said. 

Marcia Siegal, a dance critic for the New 
York times and New York magazine, 
headed the final workshop of the day, 
"Movement Observation and Critique." 
She is also the author of "The Vanishing 
Point" and "Watching the Dance Go By,' 
and is an instructor at Sarah Lawrence 
College. 

"A critic's job includes three basic 
items," Siegal said. "These are observing 
the performance, reading and thinking 
about the performance and then writing or 
rationalizing about the performance." 

Siegal said that a critic must have 
responsiveness to movement. She said 
that gut (instinctive) reaction cannot be 
relied upon alone because it is not 
versatile, and that it is difficult to remain 
open. 

ACCORDING TO SIEGAL, another 
way to observe is "total recall by taking in 
everything." 

Jana Feinman, TSC dance instructor 
and coordinator or Orchesis, was pleased 
with the turnout of the day's activities. 

"I thought it went very well and was 
very successful," Feinman said. "The 
students were fabulous and open to new 
ideas and learning. 

"THE RESPONSES FROM students 
were favorable," continued Feinman. "I 
was pleased with the communication 
among the students from different schools. 

I RATKE-D MY BRAIN 
For a reall/ g -ood 
QgjGlfcJAi- \DtA, BUT 

NO LUCK AT ALL.  

30 r'rt JUST 6-OING-TO 
DRAW f^/5£Lp INJTO A 

CARTtXW-- N£FfT 

/  { D £ T A , H O H 9 1  

COMET ON, PO you REALLY 
THINK you CAM G£T 

AWAY WITH THAT ?\ 
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Lost 

Gold Class Ring 
Warren Hills Regional 

1978 
TRS Inside 

Lost on Tennis Courts 
or Between Tennis Courts 

and Packer Hall 
If found return to Tom 

In Wolfe 301 
Reward Offered 

To Antonio, 
Como istas? To bad you 

don't speak Spanish. But 
you're a great kid. I like you 
and I'm glad well be 
roommates. One thing we 
have to get is a stereo. Music 
is where it's at! 

Tu Amigo 
P.S.-No more writing 
English speeches at 1:30. 1 
promise. 

Telephone operator. 
Work is Mon. thru Thurs. 
6-9 p.m. and Sat. noon-4 p.m. 
at the Mercer Mall. If 
interested call 452-8960. 
Pay is $3/hr. 

Ski Boots for Sale 
Caber - Men's Size 9 Used 
asking $30.00. Call Warren 
at 782-7753. 

FOR SALE 

P l y m o u t h  S t a t i o n  
Wagon '69 Air, Power, 
steering and brakes, new 
tires snow, regular mainte
nance many new parts: 
Battery, water pump etc. 
Good condition 882-9568, 
883-4196. 

Lakeside's Winter Semi-
formal Party presenting 
VAL DE ANGELIS and 
friends by the fireside Dec. 
16th - 9:00 p.m. Allen Draw
ing Room 5.00 per person 
BYOB FUN II FOOD II 
[MIXERS PROVIDED] 
Tickets available at 
Lakeside offices Dec. 4th-
11th. 

12/S/78 
CB Radios for Sale 

Brand New ITT - 40 Ch w. 
nel, 5 watt, SSB, w/anl 
transciever, antnna, an d 
coax $150.00 Call Warms it 
782-7753 or Digfital Comp. 
Society St. Act. 

SE ATM ATE REQUESTED 

CLASSIFIEDS 

I 

Jamie, 
Happy 21 birthday. Keep 

on Keeping on. 
Love, 

Guess Who 

Donna P., 
Congratulations on your 

C.A. evaluations! We love 
you and appreciate all the 
hard work you're doing. 

The women of Decker 6 

Hey Larry, 
Are your lips still blue? 

They really were. You'd 
better do something about 
that. 

Anne-Marie, 
Good luck with H! You'll 

get over it. 
Marina 

Mary Ann, 
The screen door slams 

Mary Ann's dress waves like 
a vision as she carries cafe
teria trays well you say I 
grabbed your leg but that 
can't be I'm in such shock so 
let's just rock 'cause Trenton 
is a town full of losers let's 
pull out to win. 

Signed, 
Not pulling your leg 

Val, 
You outdid yourself this 

time. You were excellent! 
Thank y ou for sharing your 
gift of music. 

Love, 
Susan 

Marge, 
I hope yo u got into rolling 

in the grass Saturday night' 
Did the person you were 
with have grass stains on his 
shirt too? 

Stagg Baby, 
Boy you sure know how to 

keep those "farm boys" 
happy! Yuk-yuk. 

912, 
We hear you got a new 

stereo...and hear...and hear 
...and hear... 

914 

Philo, 
We had a great float for 

homecoming! I would like to 
thank you guys for the hours 
put in and the cooperation 
on everyone's part. First 
place and we earned it! 

Philo Love from. 
A. 

P.S. Extra Special thanks to 
the float committee! 
P.S.S.Thanks to Leslie, and 
Betty and a few others, who 
added to our success. 

Pam W., Beth, 
Keep it runnin' ! Can we Roses are red 

have an affair? 
Love, 

You Know Who! 

Violets are blue, 
It's your birthday, you're 
21, 
And I hope it's your 

happiest! 
life Pit 

Mum, 
You, you are my 

you're ail I am...Baby it's 
you. [Now that it's written Tq j 
down-put it above your bed yit a friend uke M 
and maybe my record wont YmJl be sure to gee alot of 

get worn out]. me Besides well be 
^ neighbors in Jan. See now 

you know I'm thinking of 
Groucho, I'm sending you this 

Sorry I didn't keep you up y nal ^ p 
on the latest. Guess I just P i^ve chicken zoup 
lost my nerve. 

Harpo jon, 
How have you been? Just 

„ wondering since I haven't 
Stage, geem in awhiie u0 you 

You talk too much trash gtil] ^ to schoo, here? 
garbage mouth. We ve not 
yet begun to brutalize. 

The Pack John-"The Fooseball Nut," 
Keep winning those 

games! 

Siggy, 
We are getting along 

much better now and I an 
really enjoying myself. You 
are a good roomate. Even 
though I hate art your still 
okay. 

Richard A. 

Ryeleen, 
Sorry about getting your 

car back late. I have no 
, control over getting lost. 

I cannot understand how Thanks for letting me use it. 
you can make such an assi- Besides I had to have an 
nine statement insinuating excuse to write you a per-
that all Queen songs sound sona''f even though it is your 
the same. first.] 

All I can say is, stick a Yes 
album up your ass! 

Sincerely, 
A Queen Fan 

Zebo and Pow, 
Thanks for being the good 

friends that you are. 
Love, 

The Shaving Creak Kid 

BilllHot Dog] Whacker, 
First of all, Queen is the 

most original group around 
and their sound is unique, 
with no distinctive influen
ces. Their songs cover the 
spectrum of musical areas: 
classical, pop, hard rock. 

My Dearest Michael-Peter Delta Phi Dooley, 
Colgan, Attention Prez: When's 

Happy 21st birthday. initiation? We want to be 
You're really an old man your little sisters, 
now! I hope I get up to join Love, 
you on the 1st so we can Your Travers 9 roomates 
celebrate in style. YouH 
have to do shots, and no Lynda, 
Southern Comfort this time. Thanks for being a terrific 

Love, from the Peg roommate. Have a happy 
of your heart, birthday [Nov. 30], even if 

Patty S. y°u only get to celebrate it 
for a month! 

Cuz' Love 
Sorry the personals got in Chris' 

so late, but you know how 
things are 

Shortanna Mitch, 
A . .  . .  „  I  l o v e  y o u !  I  o n l y  w i s h  
Attention 6th Floor Crom- times were more Uke they 

ShIronUaSI 8 USed t0 be' Happy 2 years 

You don't have to tell me honey' Loye 
what you are. You are Halev 
somewhat whatevers. And 
don't tell me different. Byu To Daniel B 
the way, you're shebases are You were terrible last 
dead- weekend! 

Signed, 
The Non-Quasi, Non-Lipi 

Hercleum Mantegazziani, 
Shortie 

P.S. Figure that one out. 

Kathy from Villa 

Teece 
Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo 

Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo. 
Am I bothering you? [crash]. 

Huey 

Love, Ricky 
P.S.-Did you enjoy it? [your 
personal] 

Dear Twit, 
Now that we have so 

much in common, there is no 
reason for you to walk 
around with that PUB 
FACE of yours if I can bring 
myself to crack a smile. That 
last state of Hysteria did us 
both some good. And look 
we didn't even kick the 
walls. Thanks for all the 

Let's shoot for the stars help. You're the greatest, 
together, we're so compat- Love, 
able. I want to be your Your Roomie 
monkey man and join your 
collection for an overnight "ey ^oul Scoremen! 
stay. When the morning Haven t heard those bells? 

Potsy and Frisky, 
How about a game of 

Zoom. Bottoms Up! 
Profigliano, Schwartz! 

Love, 
Little Sis 

Cindy, 

Maura, 
Looks like we made it. 4 

big ones!! 
Love ya, 

Don Kiss, 
Doing it MY w ay is defin-

Stud: itely the best. Next conven-
I'm still waiting for "A ,on' T°u must try it. 

NIGHT I'll always remem- Dibs 
ber." What's the matter, 
slowing down in your old age Brown Bear "222," 
or are you just shy!?! So-Sorry. Life is like a 

beaver colony... Just one one 

Toro„. Mp t;:Tjz:rth"w* 

per°: ««*-<•>•* 

blem. I really don't know Timmy & Scott, 

rm 138 The mood was set, m h & D 
everything was going great, 
it was then I noticed then no Yappy, 
matter how fast DMK What's it like in 
rubbed it, it still remained Nicaragua? 
soft. 

Please help 
I'm desperate 

Respectfully yours 
Ray-Ray 

Tippy 

P.S. You are a rock, you are 
an island. That's why this 
personal is so personal. 
P.S.S. Mitch doesn't know 
what he's missing out on. 

Anybody who will be 
going down to Florida on 
Friday, December 22 aboard 
Amtrak's Silver Meteor 
please contact Kevin in 
Wolfe 806, ext. 2074. Train 
leaves Trenton 4:19 p.m. 

dear Nancy, 
Gotten any interesting 
phone calls lately? Yes? I 
knew that. 

Beth 

Patti, 
Happy 20th birthday to 

one of the most beautiful 
people I know. Thanks for 
being you. 

Love, 
Carole 

Dear Cilly, 
Sorry the last personal 

didn't come out. Beware o f 
strange guys who want to 
dance at the Pub. Take care 
and don't s tudy too hard for 
all of our favorite classes. 

Love, 
Nancy 

Neil Boumpani, 
I've seen you every Mon

day night in the Pub, but 
never had the nerve, tfl now, 
to tell you...Your rhythm 
drives me wild, you sexy 
Italian! Let's get it on!! ! 

Your mystery lover 

Maryann, 
Happy belated 21st [11-161 

Dinner was great-yon 
couldn't fool us—we knew all 
the time. 

the other 4 

Dear Chris, 
I hope you had a nice 

Thanksgiving. Get ready for 
our big night' 

Love, 
Nancy 

Dear Rich and Ray, 
How did you manage it at 

the same time. Our room 
only had one bathroom. 

Dibs, Jamie, 
Joanne and Donna 

Babla, 

Belated greetings but 
better late than never. 
Welcome back to Decker 
First. looking forward to 
Ruth and Rocky and water 
fights at 2 a.m. 

Love ya, 
Di, Carole, Sue, & Mel 

P.S.--"Cold as the ice". 

comes well have cookies and 
tea and watch T.V. 
What'cha say. 

Spartan 

To Karen, 
Happy 19th Birhtday. 

Things seem to be going 
alright - let's continue. 

Love, 
Carol 

Listening, 
4U 

To the long wing, 
When it comes to getting 

-mall the short wing will 
kneecap vou!!! And with our 
drinking capabilities we'll 
go--keg for keg. Tonight-
ynu women!!!ll/28. 
The Almighty short wing 

Attention! < 
Now T.S.C. students and faculty have an 

opportunity to buy top quality 
Marantz and Superscope stereo 
equipment at wholesale prices and below ! 

For further in formation contact 
Ed rm. 824 Wolfe Towers ext. 2074 

NOUS, The Philosophy Club, in conjunction with 
the Philosophy Department presents 

Science Fiction 
and Philosophy 

with Dr. F. Miller, Jr. 
Bowling G reen State University, Ohio 

and featuring Dr. S. Aagard and Dr. L. Diskin 
TSC Faculty 

Thursday, Dec. 7 at 8 P.M. 
Education Building - Room 132 

Admission is Free Funded in part by SFB 
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Yes, Nancy and Michelle 

that means you! Just 
remember somebody! s] up
stairs likes you! but we 
won't if you don't return the 
curling iron. Nan, explain it 
to Michelle. 

Dear Peppe 
Your staying out of 

trouble. Take any good 
craps lately. Your better 
looking than some of the 
girls on my floor. I'll take 
you he re to take a leak on 
405. 

Love- More or Less 
Mary Lou-

Happy Birthday! 
Love 'ya, 

A friend from home 

Wild Wiley D. Coyote, 
Did you check come in 

yet? 
Dave 

Kathy Veronski 
After two years of 

promising to put a personal 
in for you, here it is! Dan 
loves you! 

Bayonne 

Ed, 

Randy, 
I know this is going to be 

hard for you to take, but you 
must be told. Andy has met 
someone else. That's right. 
Andy is fooling around with 
Ann. They make quite a 
raggedy couple! 

Dave, 
It's a pleasure sharing a 

tunnel with you. Keep 
looking for small ducks, I've 
taken a liking to them. T... 
will try to work on my ploys. 

The brother of ZBT are No 
1! ZBT-Trenton State 
defeated Seton Hall in the 
finals of the ZBT flag 
football tournament at 
Rutgers stadium to bring 1st 
place, on the way to victory, 
they edged Rutgers and 
Fairleigh Dickenson 6-0, and 
6-2. Excellent job by the 
brothers! 

Foliolio -
just a little note to tell you 

I hove you. 
L, K, & H--

J 

P.S. Of course I exclude To everyone on Wolfe Two, 
myself from the above How could I ever leave the 
statement. floor 0,1 "^P"8? 

Me 

Marilyn, 
Do you realize we could 

get five days of work done 
on Monday night? With a 
little help from our friends. 

Leigh 
Dear Liz 

You still look like a 
surfboard. The best worker 
isn't there. Tell Satman I 
said hello. Where's that 
whale Debbie. 

Guess Who? 

ROOMATE Approx. 6 feet 
Black hair usually found 
sleep walking due to late 
night activity. Answers to 
the Name of Charlie. If 
found please return to 
Travers Hall Room 103. 

THANX! Tootles 

To Chief Hancho Liz, First 
officer in charge of twits 
Hansen and all first class 
twits of the NRFENTP's; 
CHECK IT OUT!! 

TOOTLE 
STRIKES 
AGAIN! 

To l.m. who never gets any 
mail, 

Dan and Bob told me to 
write you this. They're sorry 
they never write. 

Love, 
Your "suiteie" 

To a member of the Friday 
afternoon "Biology Club", 

See, I told you Td write 
you a personal! 

From another member of 
the "Biologv Club" 

Val, 
Sorry it's late, but I hope 

you had the best birthday 
ever. You deserve it. Want 
to take a bread at 10:00? 

Love ya, 
Pam 

Stags, 
I really love you. Where 

have you been lately? Don't 
forget our date in ten years. 

Love, Shar 
Nancy, 

Has anyone told you lately 
what a great G.A. you are? 
Well I am. 

Love, Shar 
Dave [2nd Wolfe[, 

I still have th last word. 
Me 

To Doc "H", 
Oh ves, oh yes. We're the 

best!!! Morman Tabernacle 
watch out. Dec. 17th is the 
best day of the month! 
Thanks for all the help and 
patience. Our Holiday Con
cert will be the BEST. Don't 
forget, 2:30 p.m. in the 
Student Center. Be there! 

Love, 
Your P.R. man 

Manny, 
Nunca dudes, mi amor por 

"Nada menos que" 
TRENTON! 

Lib-
Thank you for being a 

friend. 
L,K, & H -

J 

Dear Merky, 
So glad your back with the 

team again. We can never 
score as well with one of our 
first string players side
lined. 

Love and Erotic Passion, 
Nusas 

Liz and Jame, 
It's great having roomies 

like you two. 

To my kids on Wolfe 10th & 
7th, 

Thanks for the great 
weekend. I really love to 
stay awake for three days 
and four nights straight. 
The best was the glued 
socks. 

Mom 
CF, 

Is your meter still 
running? 

Mark, 
Too bad about your 

dream. Don't worry, your 
next one will be better. 
Keep those receipts in 
order. 

Wild Women 

Dear roomate, 
Thanks for inviting me up 

to your house last weekend. 
Love ya, 

Your roomate 

To all of the beautiful people 
who made my birthday so 
special, I love you madly! 

Bernie 
Millie, 

Congratulations!! We'll be 
watching you on T.V. 

We love ya 
Decker 2nd 

I owe you an apology... I'm 
sorry. 

Dear Fred [Wolfe 7th], 
Thanks for working in the 

Rat for me, we Tatkateers 
must stick together! 

Sue 
Hey T.D.H., 

Why don't you write 
personals to me anymore? 

Your Mail[person] 
P.S.-Come tuck me in. 
Gfl, 

You left your watch here. 
Me 

To the Guys of Sigma Phi 
Nothing, 

Suueeeyyyy! 
Patti and Co. 

Shirley, Lynda, and Ellen, 
Happy Birthday! 

Love, Kathie 
P.S.-This was instead of a 
birthday card. 

Ellen, 
We had a great time at 

your birthday party, ever 
though you were hardly 
there. 

"The Wingers" 

PERSONALS 
F.M.M., 

Are you wet? 
Bayonne 

Welcome Back 
Tome Juan! 

Decker 2 

Chimento, 
Can I smell you fingers? 

"Bata New Man" 

Sheri, 
You were great at the 

Rat! Come back and visit us 
sometime. We're going to 
miss you! 

Love, 
Travers 2 

Ivan Amiotsky, 
Happy Birthday. Sorry 

this is late, but you know 
me. 

Gale 
P.S.-Did you wear your sign 
for 24 hrs? 

Dr.Yong Lee, 
"IFF" is only spelled with 

one "f* No offense, honestly. 
Joelynn 
[1 word] 

Sue, 
Dan an d Bob wanted me 

to tell you that they're sorry 
they couldn't "Come" last 
night. 

A concerned hallmate 

Dear 1008, 
How the hells happening? 

1 Ely 

To the weightlifters on 
Cromwell 2, 

We're watching you! 
The Foxes 

M.G., 
Congratulations on arrival 

of Jason in Dallas. Didn't 
know you had it in you. Do I 
get a cigar. 

Blabermouth 

^rthday small, 
ya 

'0n> the Si4«»v ^ 

s-

H 

Live in places 
tourists only visit. 

When you enlist for Europe, you're there to do a 
job first, and frolic at the Oktoberfest second. 

If you qualify, you can choose training for an 
opening in supply, food service, aviation, infantry, 
artillery, armor reconnaissance, law enforcement, 
medicine, or many other fields. And we II guaran
tee it in writing before you enlist. 

Once you get to Europe, you'll earn a minimum 
of $419'a month, before deductions. 

Then, besides your normal time off, you II get 30 
days paid vacation a year. And that s plenty of time 
to see Europe. 

Call Army Opportunities 
428 E. State St./Trenton 

989-2195 . . 
Join the people who've joined the Army. 

rip 
alKr 

:-Tf 

Dear Granda, 
Do you miss me? Enjoy 

your salad. Hope you get 
better. 

Love, 
Your favorite 

Bobby 
Thanks for being so 

understanding. You're a 
super person! 

Love, Kisses and Hugs, 
J. 

Wild Bill, 
Sorry for the slip of the 

tongue. I had a really great 
time shopping on Saturday. 
Take care of yourself. 

Love, 
George 

To I.M.Small, 
This is to wish you a most 

small and enjoyable twenti
eth birthday. It must be 
hard although very worth
while and rewarding to have 
chosen a lifestyle in which 
you must shrink to every 
occasion. But there is still a 
question in all our minds: 
How small have you actually 
gotten in your quest to be 
the smallest of the small? Is 
it true that once you got so 
small that you climbed into 
the ear of the silly tall 
person-mad dog-W.L. 
WHAKOFFER and upon 
further explorations you 
discovered a large void 
where a normal persons 
brain should be? 

Take care and remember 
all those great movies we 
saw together, like Beach 
Blanket Bimbos. 

Stay small, I have no 
doubts you will. 

Later and thanx, 
never small but always 

obscure in sports, w.a. guy 

To, Buckweasel, 
How are those taco's, bor-

rittos, and anything spicy? 
Take care of that lumber 
company. 

"Your future head usher" 

Dirt Merchant, 
Take a bath and give Mike 

a cuff. I can smell you from 
here! 

L.C. 

Kevin, 
How's my sickie doing? I 

miss you a lot. Hope to see 
you soon. Take care of 
yourself. 

Love you, 
Kathv 

Ruth, 
It's only a hop, skip and a 

jump and before you know it 
we'll be up up an away. I'm 
glad I'm spending my first 
real trip with you. 

Love, 
Your best friend, 

neighbor and bunkmate 

Dear Ray - Ray. 
A good way to prevent 

colds is to sleep with your 
clothes on! 

DMK 

Eric, 
Smile Doll! 

Masked Moo & her faithful 
sidekick Moo-delyn 

Mark, 
I hope you will be more 

careful from now on. You 
don't want TWO kids, do 
you? 

S.C. 
P.S. - W hat do you want for 
fathers day? Can I be an 
uncle? PLease??? 

Dear Craig, 
When you stop being mad 

at me, I'll start to worry. 
Love, 

Joanne 

Dear Karen, 
Remeber: Rose is the tall 

one. Priscilla [note spelling 
please] is the short one. 
Maybe thay'U help. 

We love you 

To Wolfe 6th, 
Let's keep on S.D.G.H. ing 

and keeping our signs up. 
We're Great, 

Freaky 

Dear Lucinda 
"I" got a B on that paper 

"you" did. thanks. I'm 
trying to stay out of trouble. 
Keep up that exercise, you 
look like you gained a few 
pounds. There are no Rivers 
[yellow] her. 

"Love me" 

Dear Chris, 
We hear you the RAT's 

ASS'T 

Allen House-
W'ith all the hurry and 

crowdedness, the last-min
ute shopping and wrapping, 
and exams - this is still a 
very special season . . . may 
we always find time to stop a 
minute and enjoy its magic. 

L,K and H -
J. 

Sandy, 
There is a time for laughter, 
there is a time for tears, 
there is a time to lissen, and 
there is a time to shout, but 
most of all is the time I 
always have to be your 
friend. 

Love, 
Lori 

Coach, 
We need a pep talk, only 

one score this weekend. We 
missed you at the drug-
related disco. A huddle is in 
order. 

Your loyal team 

Sickly, 
Hope you're feelin' better! 

Do you want any special 
phone calls made lately? 

Love, 
Healthy 

Chris, 
Happy birthday [a little 

early]. At your old age, I 
hope you can stand all of the 
excitement at the Pub! Take 
care. 

Love, 
a friend from 

the other wing 

Dear Lori, 
Happy 19th birthday! 

Well, you're the same age as 
we are now [for two months, 
at least]! Hey-got any more 
rotten cucumbers? 

Love, 
Sue and Maddy 

P.S.-Remember HTC... 

Dear Easy, 
Even the delivery boy 

knows you live up to your 
name...ha, ha!!! 

Breeze 
Dear Liz, 

Go out with any hamsters 
lately? ha, ha! 

Rory 
Cilly, 

Watch out for strange 
people who talk with their 
hands at the Pub! Good luck 
on your exam in our favorite 
class! 

Love, 
Nancy 

B.B., 
Did I hear you "singin' in 

the rain" the other night? 
V ou better be careful, too 
much glue can make vou do 
strange things. 

Love, 
D.R. 
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Swimmers drown Kean 
BY SUE DO AN 

Karen Connors had two individual and 
two relay victories as the women's 
swimming and diving team defeated Kean 
99-26 in a scrimage held at Kean on Friday. 

In the opening relay, two of the three 
Lion teams finished ahead of Kean. The 
team of Connors (backstroke), Nancy 
Weaver (breaststroke), Maryann Trudeau 
(butterfly), and Denise Molnar (freestyle), 
finished first with a time of 2:01.6, which is 
close to their best time, according to coach 
Brenda Campbell. The team of Jean 
McGoldrick, Rosie McLaughlin, Crystal 
Relling, and Cindy Booknan came in 
second, with a time of 2 :06.8. 

Connors had individual victories in the 
500 freestvle with a time of 6 :04.8 and the 
individual medley with a time of 1:08.4. 
McGoldrick also had two individual 

victories, one in the 100 butterfly sprint 
(1:06.7), and one in the 100 backstroke 
(1:08.93). Other individual winners were 

Barbara Burnet in the 50 backstroke 
(35.5), Weaver in the 50 breaststroke 
(34.2), Trudeau in the 50 butterfly (29.34), 
McLaughlin in the 200 freestyle (2:16.84), 
and Molnar in the 100 breaststroke 
(1:20.06). In the closing freestyle relay, 
Trudeau, Weaver, Molnar, and Connors 
teamed up to win, with a time of 1 :50.93. 
The divers were not scored. 

Campbell was pleased with the 
performance turned in by her seminars. 
She says the Lions' greatest strength is 
the depth of the team. Almost all of the 
swimmers are capable of competing 
effectively in many events, proving, 
according to Campbell, that the Lions are a 
very versatile team. She felt that Kean's 

problem was that it had a few good 
swimmers, but the team lacked depth. 

WITH WEAVER STILL feeling the 
effects of a recent bout with 
mononucleosis, Campbell is looking to 
Connors to pick up some of the slack. 

Connors is a junior transfer from 
Burlington County college and Campbell 
says she can swim in any of the events, 
once again Droving the versatility of the 

team. According to Campbell, Weaver is 
getting stronger every day. She said, 
"Her times are competitive. However, she 
is a ways from what she is capable of." The 
Lions' season opener is Friday at 
Villanova. The first home meet is Dec. 12 
against LaSalle. 

This Christmas vacation: 

•Hang around the house. 
•Fight erowds on ski slopes. 
pfGo to Europe. 

$260 roundtrip. Reserv ed seats. No standing in line. 
Take advantage of National Airlines' new "inter-National" fare from New York to Amsterdam this vacation. 

nis is not a stand-by fare. It's on a regularly scheduled National Airlines nonstop transatlantic flight. It's a 
guaranteed reserved roundtrip seat with inflight meal service. It's on a big, beautiful National wide-cabin DC-10 jet 
™ th I ! 8 f° h°use when y°u can ha ng around the mellow "brown cafes"? Why fight crowds 
east nf st ! .SStt50 youJran t8 Iyour way into the Paridiso or Voom, Voom, two of the wildest discos 
Sglis!,^ °<<he m<*< 3<Ude„,-oriented cities in Europe; it's where 

M _  jatoiafe "inter-National" fare is good on a substantial, but limited, number of seats on every National 
tThere k l°^TSHerdfH ̂  starting Dec.ember 13-Just paV f°r.y™r tickets when you makereservations. 

Fare subject to change withoutrotfcl^ orca^lusS 1-8C 

The bigger we get, the brighter we shine; 
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Threatened? 
•arated? 

T.S.C. has a 
Student's Attorney on campus 

Jay Richard Rosner, Esq. 
Legal Services Atty. 

Member: X.J. and PA Bars 
Plan Reg.Xo. X.J. 77-10-014 

INTRAMlJRAL SOCCER 
CHAMPIONSHIP 

TSC United vs. P.R.S. Inc. 
Tuesday, Dec. 5,3:30 

Im-Rec teams gears for finals 
V-Ball champs 

Im-Rec's volleyball leagues have come to 
a clos e but only after some hard fought 
finals. 

In the women's league Travers 7th 
overthrew Delta Psi Kappa and claimed 
the throne, but the Travers 7th ladies had 
no easy time of it as they dropped the first 
two games and had to sweep the last three 
to hold off the women from Delta Psi 
Kappa. 

In men's B League action the Good Guys 
were defeated by Last Chance. This 
contest was not cake walk for Last Chance 
as the Good Guys took them to four games 
before succumbing. 

The men's A League final is scheduled 
for this Thursday, Dec. 7. 

Cl 

Tennis Aces 
Mike Pillows took the crown in the 

men's A League tennis tournament. He 
defeated Phil Zusi in four sets, 2-6, 6-2, 6-2 
and 7-5. 

The men's League final also went four 
sets with Steve Langan holding on to beat 
Bill K ane 4-6, 6-0, 6-0, 6-2. 

The winners in the ladies' tournaments 
seemed to have a little easier time beating 
their opponents in straight sets. In the A 
league, Laura Newcomb rolled over Mary 

Anne McPeak, 6-0, 6-2, 6-3. Over in the B 
League Ann Crouthamel smashed 
passed Mimi Eckhart, 2-6, 6-1, 6-2. 

TSC on skates 
Wednesday night the Im-Rec 

department invites the campus community 
to watch the Sabres take on the Blazers at 
11:15. The Im-Rec crew also would like to 
extend an invitation to the students and 
faculty to a skating party that will preceed 
the Sabre-Blazer contest. The Free 
Skating party will start at 9 p.m. and 
continue until 11:15, the start of the 
intramural hockey game. 

Intramurals an d Recreation Pre sents: 

FREE C offee an d 
Hot C hocolate 

by the fi replace 

iSILHcBHIBHILmma All Stud ents, Faculty, S taff 
and their depe ndents. 

AVTTrrmsa Wednesday, December 6, 1978 at 
9:45 p.m . - 11:15 p.m. 

lynomils Lawrenceville Sc hool 

• a'HuwY^p.r/ w 8 (2) Vans w ill leave 
Packer H all pa rking lo t at 9:15 p.m. and 
return aft er Ic e Sk ating at 11:3 0 p.m. 

TSC Intramural Ice Hockey fo iling at 11: 15 p.m. Sabres v s. B lazers 

INTRAMURAL HOCKEY STANDINGS 

Blazers 2-0 
Flames 1-1 
Brewers 1-1 
Sabres 0-2 

Sigma Phi 
Nothing 
defends crown 

The Im-Rec Intramural flag football 
leagues have come down to the final weeks 
of action with three would-be champions 
still in contention in both the A and B 
leagues. 

In the highly competitive A League IEK 
is pitted against ETX in the semi-finals. 
The winner must then face Sigma Phi 
Nothing for the league crown. Sigma Phi 
Nothing is undefeated in both regular- and 
post-season play. 

Sigma Phi Nothing is last year's 
defending champs and under the 
leadership of Terry Hoffman is highly 
favored to take this year's crown. 

The A League final is scheduled for Dec. 
6 at 3:30 on Dean Field with Sigma Phi 
Nothing out to defend its crown against 
the winner of the IEK-ETX semi-final. 

Over in flag bootball's B League the 
fight for top honors looks to be as exciting 
as in th A League. In semi-final action it's 
the battle for bragging rights in Travers as 
Travers 3rd takes on its upstairs rival 
Travers 10th. 

The team that comes out on top in the 
battle of Travers Tower will have the 
unfortunate task of taking on the highly 
rated and heavily favored Hitmen. The 
Hitmen under the command of captain Joel 
Forbes are undefeated and at one point in 
the season had racked up 107 points while 
not allowing their opponents to score a 
single point. 

The championship battle is slated for 
Thursday, Dec. 7 at 3:30 on Dean Field. 
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Cagers open strong 
BY SILVANA FINIZIO 

rebounds. 

The Trenton State Women's Basketball 
team opened their 1978 season with a 
powerful 54-41 win on Friday night against 
the University of California (PA). 

With a half-time score of 29-22, the Lions 
went into the second half with a balanced 
offensive and defensive attack. The turn
ing point came within the first five minutes 
when Trenton surged to a 37-26 lead 
holding U.C. to scoring only four points. 
The lead came to the Lions from the 
consistent scoring of point-guard Patty 
Pagano (four points) and center Judy 
Finch (six points). 

The Lions continued with a full-court 
man-to-man press which resulted in many 
forced turnovers by the University of 
California. 

Judy Finch and Carol Dalton were the 
lead scorers with ten points each, Finch 
was also leading rebounder with 12, while 
Debbie "Stick" Ongaro pulled down 11 

"BEING IT WAS our first game, it 
wasn't a smooth or outstanding one," 
commented Head Coach Stacy Vinson. 
"However everyone displayed hustle and 
aggressiveness, and the stats proved it 
with balanced rebounding and scoring." 

On Saturday afternoon the Lions travel
led to the University of West Virginia 
where they were defeated 74-57. 

Since West Virginia had no size and 
displayed sluggishness in their offense, 
Coach Vinson felt the Lions had a good 
opportunity of getting back into the game 
despite a 29-23 Trenton deficit at halftime. 

At the start of the half, Ongaro found 
herself going into the game with four 
personal fouls. 

Ongaro chalked up her fifth foul and 
returned to the bench. Within the next few 
minutes two other starters, Nacy Muniz 
and Patty Pagano would also foul out. 

In the absence of Ongaro, Carol Dalton 
became the offensive threat, scoring all 13 
of her game high points in the second half. 
Dalton's effort however, was not enough to 
better West Virginia, and the final result 
was a 74-54 Trenton loss. 

Judy Finch pulled down 19 rebounds to 
set a new school record while Carol Dalton 
had 13. 

which resulted in a 35-35 tie 
eventual Stockton lead. The turni 
for the Lions came in the last 8:54VC' 
freshman Silvana Finizio scored twn 
points off an offensive rebound J 
freshman Nancy Connor scored 
straight hoops. Receiving no difl Ji 
defensive threats from Stockton, F fe 
kept the offensive momentum go ir™ 
scoring 12 points in the next tbi 
minutes. Finizio ended with a 
22 points. 

G 

Although the Lions had trouble shooting 
from the outside, the game remained close 
until 5:46 were left in the game. Trailing 
by a score of 50-46 Trenton had the 
offensive momentum it needed; however, 

A CONSISTENT OFFENSIVE attack 
combined with steady defensive pressure 
resulted in an impressive 80-57 victory for 
the Trenton State Women's J.V. team 
over the Stockton State varsity team, as 
both teams opened their season on Friday 
night. 

Taking a small 35-30 lead at the half, the 
Lion cagerettes went into the second half, 
finding a hot spark on Stockton's play 

"Although the offense scored, our pfe 
were not run smooth enough." commetv 
assistant-coach Kathy Helwig. "In theh 
half we lost too many fast breaks; howt> 
the defensive efforts on the press 
Michele Castimore and Carol McGowar 
cause many turnovers for Stockton 
decreased their number of turnover! 
Today's victory against a varsity t ea: 
shows the potential of Trenton's J .V " 

The Varsity team will be playing Let, 
away on Tuesday. "Last year Trenton r 
by 19 points," comments Coach V b 
"This year they have four freshmen : 
Varsity; I expect them to be a fairly stro:; 
team." On Thursday the Lions will true 
to Villanova, a powerhouse in B ig Five 
basketball. The first home game will be? 
Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m. w hen J.V: 
and varsity will host Kutztown State. 

Lions plagued 
Continued from page twenty-eight 

one foward could be Rich Groves, a 6-4 1/2 
leaper who showed signs of brilliance 
as a reserve last year, while at the point 
guard should be 5-11 All-Conference guard 
Bill Aromondo. That would leave this 
year's high scorers, Kulhawy, Miller and 
sure-handed Tom Higgins to assume the 
other positions and give the Lions a strong 
balance of talent and experience on the 
court. It would also allow for Kemly, 
Kirby and Powell to develop at the right 
pace. 

What should be is not for various 
reasons. First of a ll, Aromondo, who was 
one of the class ballhandlers in the 
conference last year as a freshman, failed 
out of school, as McCorry put it, the fault 
was his own. 

"Unfortunately, Billy didn't know where 
the library was," McCorry says with a 
shrug. 

Secondly, Tideman decided not to play 
this season because "the game just isn't 
fun anymore. Sure I miss it," he says, 
"but, I just was not having a good time 
playing for the team." 

Lastly, Groves, who came to TSC 
after a great high school career at Essex 
Catholic and as a freshman showed 
he could be a future star, decided to 
transfer to Boston College. 

"Richie was from Newark," said 
McCorry. "He felt he wanted more of a 
city atmosphere from college, so he went 
to Boston where a lot of his friends from 
home go to school." 

"MAN, IF WE had everybody back," 
said Kulhawy, who along with MUler, is 
averaging 15 points a game over the Lions' 
first three contests, "we'd probably never 
lose. But what are ya gonna do, they're 
gone." 

However, the seniorless Lions started 
out winners last week and looked like they 
might not need any help to stay respect
able. They outrebounded a larger 
Rutgers-Camden team 39-35 as they 
outboxed and outhustled the surprised 
Pioneers. If the Lions hadn't shot a 
miserable 14 of 27 from the foul line, they 
might have romped. 

"We could have beaten them by 15 if we 
hit our foul shots," said McCorry. The 
cynics seemed to be silenced that night. 

Then came the trip to Washington, D.C., 
where the team realized things would 
probably be more difficult as it met 
stronger teams. The University of D.C. 
(although their college is only two-years 
old) wore-down the thin (the Lions play 
with mainly their top six men unless the 

game's outcome is already decided) IS 
lineup in the second half and downed 4 
Lions. Miller led the Lions with 28. 
in that game as Kulhawy added l b mi 
Kemly dropped in 9. 

STILL IT WAS Saturday night that tie 
team knew would show how good (or bat 
they really were. Eastern basketbt 
power American University quick!; 
proved that TSC is far from a champic: 
ship calibre team. The only time the lie-
were close in the 94-50 massar 
was at the opening tap as A.U. raced off; 
a 12-4 first quarter lead. Kulhawy led TS( 
with 13 points as Miller added nin e a:: 
Higgins seven. 

It was a week that left no one sure he 
the Lions would fare this season as the 
will probably meet teams (in the con fe 
ence), that will be better than Rutger 
Camden but not as good as Americ. 
University. Still, it looks like it's gonna t-
a season that ends up seeming longer thr 
it should have been. 

ATTENTION 
ALL J GEILS 

TICKET HOLDERS 
Cub Concerts is sti ll ne gotiating the 

re-scheduling of the J. Geils concert for th e 
second semester. 

Refund informa tion and the new 
concert date will be announced in the Dec. 12 
issue of the Signal. 

For further information contact 
the Cub office, Student Center ext. 2467 
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IS '' Small talk 

Good news from Ham's office 
BY CHRIS D'AMICO 

Well, football season may be over at 
Trenton State, but the news keeps flowing 
out of Eric Hamilton's office. 

First of all, Eric received a letter last 
week from the ECAC requesting the films 
of the Montclair State game, along with 
the coach's comments. Now obviously, 
this won't change the result of the game, 
but it does show that the ECAC does care 
about the quality of their referees. 

The ironic part of the whole thing was 
that ECAC President G. Arthur Hyland 
Jr. sent a letter to alumnus Leonard 
Sledgeski stating that the ECAC hasn't 
been asked to view the game films (see 
Letters to the Editor, page 9). Then he 
turns around and REQUESTS the game 
films. 

It seems that a letter from the Athletic 
Director Roy Van Ness and poor rating 
from Hamilton assured the ECAC presi
dent that the refereeing was questionable. 

I wonder what he'll think about my 
objectivity after viewing the films. 

ALSO OUT OF Hamilton's office comes 
the news that The Signal's November 
Athlete of the Month, Nat Woodard, has 
been named to the All-ECAC team along 
with quarterback Bob Lockhart and offen
sive lineman Don Hinger. 

The press release read that Trenton 
State dominated the team, but surprising
ly no defensive players were named to the 
team. 

Hamilton said it was probably because 
the vote got split on several players 

nominated and no one received enough 
votes. 

Everyone is still awaiting the All-
America selections. 

Hopefully they will come out by next 
Tuesday because the Athletic Department 
has designated it as Nat Woodard Night. 

DURING HALFTIME OF the TSC 
Glassboro basketball team Nat will be 
honored along with the seniors of this 
year's squad. 

It would be nice to send these guys out 
with a big night. 

********* ************ 

It seems that rumors started last 
Wednesday that a faculty member had 
applied for the fencing job after reading 
Steve Wiliamson's article were false. 

Matmen 2nd in tourney 
BY ALTAMESE SHERRELL 

He's a sure thing in the frist, he'll play 
with anything you throw out onto the mat 
at him. 

Mike Rossetti, giving up only 5 points in 
escapes and scoring 45 points and a pin, 
won the Coast Guard Invitational, leading 
TSC grapples to a second place standing at 
the Invitational. 

Rossetti beat Bob Baugham of Temple, 
the winning team at the invitational, in a 
14-2 decision in the finals. "Rossetti 
dominated every wrestler who stepped on 
the mat with him," said head coach Dave 
Icenhower. 

Sophomore Mike Jacoutot at 134, 
definitely turned a few heads when he won 
the invitational, beating 4 All-Americas 
and an Easterns place winner. Jacoutot 
pinned St. Lawrance University's Steve 
Baronatrom not once, but twice; he pinned 
him once, but the clock was broken so 
when the clock was fixed, he did it again. 
"I'm really proud of h im, I feel he wrestled 
the toughest weight class," commented 
Icenhower. 

THE LIONS BROUGHT back three 
second place winners Dave Dinicola at 167, 

Mickey Ailens HWT, and Marty Breithoff 
at 150. DiNicoia lost to NY Maritime's 
Richard Bogstead 5-4 in the finals. Aikens 
fell to John Allen of the University of 
University of Massachusetts, 5-2, and 
Breithoff was pinned in the finals by Mark 
Salge of Central Connecticut State 

Third place winner freshman Andy 
Zuckerman (118), lost to Tony Pecori of St. 
Lawrence in a criteria decision of 4-3, after 
tying 10-10, at the end of t he match, and 
9-9, in overtime. 

TSC's Bud Schweder beat Mass. 
Maritime's Bob Pilot at 190, 16-2 in 
overtime. "Schweder just came out of 
football and now this after only six days of 
practice, I'm proud of him~he wrestled his 
heart out," Icenhower explained. 

All ten members of the team won points 
for the Lions accumulating 89 1/2 points, 
losing to tournament winner Temple by 24 
points and beating third place winner St. 
Lawrence by 36 1/2 points. 

Next week the Lions, 10th ranked in the 
nation, meet the defending National 
champs. University of Buffalo, who are 
fifth ranked in the nation. "The two teams 

are fairly evened up. It's just gonna come 
down to who's going to fight for it," said 
Icenhower. "After this weekend, and if we 
beat Buffalo, I can't see why we can't be 
the fourth ranked in the nation." 

Continued from page twenty-eight 
direction." 

"But once they found out I wasn't just 
lucky and I was a good runner that all 
changed," explained Woodard. "Guys 
would start helping me up saying 'nice run 
Nat' or something like that." 

So how were the four years here? 
"I've enjoyed them," said Nat. "The 

program is definitely heading in the right 
direction and they have a lot of good young 
players, so I think they"U do very well in 
the future." 

But will any one player be as good as 
Nat? I don't think so because remember 
the time Nat 

In a telephone interview with Athletic 
Director Roy Van Ness and Assistant AD 
June Walker, I was told by both that no 
one has applied for the job and the 
program has been cancelled. 

There is really no one to blame in this 
situation providing the Athletic Depart
ment has searched as dilligently as they 
say for a coach. There is no reason to 
believe they haven't. 

It's just another sad situation for a 
Division III school. 

************: *********** 

It seems Tom McCorry's cagers are 
going to miss the services of it s graduates 
and its castaway, as size seems to be the 
downfall of the Lions. 

Although they looked better than most 
people thought they would because of 
pessimistic previews, the Lions surely lack 
the size and quickness that helped them 
enjoy a successful year last season. 

************* ************: 
It was too good to be true. 
After suffering through so many long, 

cold winters, Eagles fans finally entered 
the month of December with the team 
playing an important game. 

The CBS show before the game showed 
highlights of the Eagle's last champion
ship way back in 1960, and all the talk was 
about the Eagles. Even Jimmy the Greek 
picked the Eagles to win. 

With the Eagles ahead 27-14, news came 
across the screen that Atlanta and 
Washington both lost. An Eagles win 
would assure them of a playoff spot. Hell, 
everything looked good. 

BUT EVERYTHING ONCE looked good 
for General Custer too. 

"A slimy little creature, kill that little 
bleep, rub his nose in the ground," were a 
few of the things I shouted at the 
television as Tarkenton took his team 90 
yards in the waning moments to beat the 
Eagles, 28-27. 

Hopefully the Eagles will profit from 
this game and realize they can't give 
Tarkenton the ball so many times and not 
expect his team to score. Philly could get 
nothing going offensively in the second 
half, and as a result flew home to Philly 
polishing their bayonets. 
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Non-returners plague TSC Lions 
"Where are all the steady 

young boys now. Where are all 
the sturdy young boys now?" 

-Ray Da vies 

BY GREG BAUMANN 

Even though he says it's "too late to 
talk about it" and that "it's all in the past, 
Trenton State men's basketball coach Tom 
McCorry has got to be wondering what 
things could h ave been like for his young, 
inexperienced team this season. 

Considering the Lions lost three of their 
best, if not the best, returning players 
from last year's near-championship team, 
there must be a little voice whispering 
"but, what if' in the back of McCorry's 
mind. 

Although TSC lost last year's top scorer 
(Dave Roberts) and team leader (Jose 
Oakley) through graduation, it was still 
expected to be one of the top teams in the 
state this season because of t he players it 
had~or thought it had~coming back for 
this year's campaign. 

BUT THREE OF those anticipated 
returnees never made it onto the 
roster this year and the Lion's first three 
games reflect how much McCorry and 
Company could use them. 

Playing with a starting team that 
features no actual center and has no one 
taller than 6-foot-3, the Lions managed to 
beat Rutgers-Camden 50-44 in th e season 
opener last Tuesday, but were outclassed 
in their next two games over the weekend. 

The University of D.C. beat them 
soundly on Friday and American 
University blew them out 94-50 Saturday. 

Those close to the team, however, say 
the Lions could have been winners in both 
games if McCorry had the full team he 
thought he'd have back this year. 

"Now is not the time to talk about who 
we should have playing for us," said 
McCorry prior to the Rutgers-Camden 
game. "That was the kind of stuff we 
talked about in October when the pre-sea-
son began. Now we are concentrating on 
using what we do have to the best 
advantage. There's no use talking about 
what isn't." 

What McCorry does have this year is: 
6-3 forward Craig Miller, who transferred 
to the Lions from Franklin and Marshall 
this year, 6-3 swingman Devin Kulhawy, 
who transferred to TSC from the Univer
sity of Maine and became eligible to play 
midway through last season, veteran 6-1 
guard Tom Higgins, 6-3 forward John 
Kirby, 6-3 forward Tom Kemly and 6-0 
guard Ron Powell. Powell and Kirby 
played on the junior varsity last season 
and Kemly saw limited action on the 
varsity, leaving only Kulhawy and Higgins 
as returnees from last year's regulars. 

HOWEVER, IF TSC had the team most 
expected it to field this year, the story 
could be different. At center could be 6-7 
Tom Tideman, who led the team in various 
departments last year as a sophmore. At 

Continued on page tw enty-six 

Staff Photo by Demos Dempten 

GOOSE ON THE GANDER—TSC's Kevin "Goose" Kulhawy drives in for a lay-up in 'ht 
Lion's 50-44 season opening win over Rutgers-Camden. However, the Lions dropped 
their next two as they finished the week 1-2. 

Athlete of the month — 

We won't forget 

Staff Photo by John hhtraM 
NAT WOODARD-is The Signals 
November Athlete of the Month as well a*' 
an .All-American, All-Conference. 
Metropolitan running back. 

best thing that ever happened to TSC 
football. Running through, around and 
over linemen has gained Nat respect not 
only on campus but all over the East Coast. 

Already being named to the first team 
All-Conference selections, having received 
the Outstanding Offensive Player Award 
from the New Jersey Football writers, Nat 
added another award to his growing list. 

Yesterday, Nat joined quarterback Bob 
Lockhart and lineman Don Hinger on the 
ECAC All-Metropolitan team. 

Aside from the individual awards, Nat 
has also played a key role in bringing 
respect to the football program. It is for 

. the four years of hard work he has put in to 
accomplish this that The Signal sports 
staff has named Woodard its November 
Athlete of t he Month. 

A graduate of Woodrow Wilson High 
School in Camden, Nat had hoped to attend 
Brown University and. although his class 
standing was satisfactory, low SAT scores 
denied him admittance. He then chose 
Trenton without really checking into the 
program. 

"I WANTED TO stay close to home." 
said Woodard, who added, "No, I really 
didn't check into the football program." 

So, as a relative unknown, Woodard set 
out to make a name for himself. Four years 
later he hung up his pads for the last time, 
knowing it was a job well done. 

"The awards are icing on the cake," said 
Woodard, who compiled 3,505 career yards 
including two years over the 1,000 mark. 
"It really makes me feel good that people 
know my name and know who I am." 

Opponents know him as number 32 and 
in his first two seasons didn't like Woodard 
running circles around them. But that soon 
changed. Oh, Woodard kept running 
circles around them and they still didn't 
like it, but the opponents started to 
respect him. 

"IN THE FIRST couple games the 
defense would try to hurt me," said 
Woodard. "When I was down one guy 
would turn my body one way and another 
guy would twist my ankle in the other 

Continued on page twenty-seven 

BY CHRIS D'AMICO 

No matter how gifted a modern day 
athlete may be, there's always one 
old-timer who says, "Ah, he's not that 
good. I remember when Joe Blow played 
back in the good ole' days. That's when 
football was football." 

The younger sports fan would just shake 
his head, say something like, "Ah, buzz off 
you old bat," and walk away. 

Now don't start counting your gray 
hairs or asking directions to the Fountain 
of Youth, but when it comes to TSC sports 
you may tind yourself talking like an 
old-timer. 

The next time a running back starts 
making a name for himself in a Trenton 
State football uniform, whether it be next 
year, five years or in ten years, everyone 
will say, "Yeah, he's good but not as good 
as Nat Woodard. I remember when Nat..." 

THE REASON IS Nat Woodard is the 


